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Each chapter of this dissertation addresses a distinct question.  In Chapter 1, I investigate the 

determinants of socioeconomic differences in tubal ligation rates.  To do this, I use a restricted-

access version of the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) to estimate the effects of state-

level Medicaid abortion funding restrictions on tubal ligation rates.  I find that these policies 

widen the gap between high school graduates and nongraduates by more than 42% and widen the 

gap between white and nonwhite women by more than 33%.  In Chapter 2, I use data from 

India’s National Family Health Surveys (NFHS) and variation in bargaining power generated by 

the 2001 Amendment to the Indian Divorce Act (IDA) to estimate the effects of wives’ 

bargaining power on fertility.  I find that an increase in bargaining power of one-fifth of a 

standard deviation reduces the birthrate in the year prior to the survey by 26%-40%.  Chapter 3 

estimates the effects of large private gifts on donations from other sources to a public research 

university and finds large crowd-in effects.
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Chapter 1: Abortion Costs and the Socioeconomic Sterilization Gradient 

1.1 Introduction 

Tubal ligation (also known as "getting your tubes tied") is a contraceptive surgical procedure that 

sterilizes women by preventing eggs from entering the uterus.  31% of U.S. women get their 

tubes tied by age 44 (National Surveys of Family Growth).  Economically disadvantaged women 

are particularly likely to undergo this procedure: by age 44, 42% of women without high school 

diplomas have gotten their tubes tied, compared to only 29% of high school graduates, and 39% 

of nonwhite women have gotten their tubes tied, compared to only 28% of white women 

(NSFG).  Economists have studied socioeconomic differences in fertility outcomes, but they 

have devoted little attention to the striking differences by socioeconomic status (hereafter, "SES 

gradients") in contraceptive methods. 

 This study examines one potential explanation for the SES gradient in tubal ligation: 

access to abortion.  When abortion is readily available at low cost, women choosing among birth 

control methods might be willing to forgo some contraceptive efficacy to obtain other desirable 

characteristics, like ease of reversal.1  As abortion becomes more costly, the cost of unplanned 

pregnancy increases, so the value of pregnancy prevention increases.  If the increase in abortion 

costs is large enough, women will respond by switching to more effective methods or by exerting 

greater contraceptive effort for a given method.  In this way, anticipated abortion costs can 

impact contraceptive choices.  If abortion costs vary by SES, then this simple incentive story can 

also help us explain SES gradients in contraceptive choices. 
                                                           
1 In this paper, I refer to agents who make contraceptive choices as individual women rather than couples.  I focus 
on individuals rather than couples because many single people choose to get sterilized.  I focus on women rather 
than men because family planning surveys have only recently begun to interview men and because tubal ligation is 
much more common and costly than vasectomy. 
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 To investigate the role of abortion costs, I estimate the effects of Medicaid abortion 

funding restrictions on overall tubal ligation rates and on the socioeconomic sterilization 

gradient.  Congressional passage of the Hyde Amendment in 1976 led many state Medicaid 

programs to stop funding abortions in 1977 and 1978 (Merz, Klerman, and Jackson, 1996).  I use 

data from a restricted-access version of the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) to 

estimate the effects of these state-level policy changes on tubal ligation.2  My empirical strategy 

compares changes in tubal ligation rates in states that restricted funding to contemporaneous 

changes in tubal ligation rates in states that did not restrict funding.  I embed this differences-in-

differences strategy within a duration analysis framework to account for the permanent nature of 

tubal ligation. 

 I find that these policies increased tubal ligation rates among low-SES women, widening 

the gap between high school graduates and non-graduates by more than 42% and the gap 

between white women and nonwhite women by more than 33%.  As a result, states that 

implemented funding restrictions increased the overall rate of tubal ligation by age 35 by 4-7%. 

 The permanence of tubal ligation has raised concerns about post-sterilization regret.  Due 

to these concerns, standard preoperative screening and counseling procedures discourage tubal 

ligation among women who are uncertain about their future fertility plans---in other words, 

women who might experience shocks to their demand for children (WHO, 1992; Ross and 

Frankenberg, 1993; Trussell, Guilbert, and Hedley, 2003).  In Section 5 of this paper, I use a 

dynamic model of contraceptive choice to show that these shocks imply post-sterilization trend 

                                                           
2 Previous economic studies have investigated the effects of these policies on abortion rates (Blank, George, and 
London, 1996; Kane and Staiger, 1996; Levine, Trainor, and Zimmerman, 1996; Haas-Wilson, 1997; Matthews, 
Ribar, and Wilhelm, 1997), gestation at abortion (Bitler and Zavodny, 2001), birth rates (Kane and Staiger, 1996; 
Levine, Trainor, and Zimmerman, 1996; Haas-Wilson, 1997; Matthews, Ribar, and Wilhelm, 1997), and birthweight 
(Currie, Nixon, and Cole, 1996). 
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differences in several NSFG variables.3  I find patterns in the data that are consistent with these 

predictions, suggesting that sterilized women experience these shocks despite healthcare 

providers' precautions. 

Although many economic studies have examined contraceptive choices, very few have 

focused on sterilization.  The two notable exceptions are Hotz and Miller (1993) and Carro and 

Mira (2006), which estimate the structural parameters of dynamic contraceptive choice models.  

Like these studies, I emphasize differences in contraceptive effectiveness as a potential 

explanation for the appeal of sterilization over other methods. Unlike these studies, I focus on 

socioeconomic differences in sterilization rates, consider the role of abortion, and employ an 

empirical strategy that uses a natural experiment as a plausibly exogenous source of variation.4  

Another difference is that I study a nationally representative sample of U.S. women, while Hotz 

and Miller (1993) study white married couples in the U.S. and Carro and Mira (2006) study 

married couples in Spain. 

Sterilization has received considerable attention outside of economics.  Research in other 

fields has thoroughly documented the SES gradient in tubal ligation (Chandra, 1998; Chan and 

Westhoff, 2010; Mosher and Jones, 2010; Borrero et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2012).  However, 

these studies have not produced credible evidence on the causal determinants of the SES gradient 

or of tubal ligation generally. 

Although the present study improves our understanding of sterilization, it also has several 

limitations.  The available datasets do not contain a large number of observations and the 
                                                           
3 Previous economic models of sterilization (Hotz and Miller, 1993; Carro and Mira, 2006) have omitted these types 
of shocks due to computational concerns. 
4 The model proposed by Hotz and Miller (1993) allows socioeconomic factors to influence sterilization through 
three channels: income, fertility preferences, and preferences over unobserved method-specific characteristics.  
However, they find little empirical support for this model. 
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relevant variation occurs at a state level, both of which limit statistical power.  As a result, 

obtaining precise estimates requires some parametric assumptions.5  The outcome of interest is 

reported retrospectively, which raises the possibility of biases and measurement error due to 

recall and interstate migration.  Also, data on use of reversible methods are not available prior to 

the funding restrictions, so we cannot compare the effects of these policies on tubal ligation to 

the effects on other methods.  Finally, because this study relies upon a policy-based natural 

experiment, causal interpretation of the estimates requires stronger assumptions than studies with 

deliberately randomized treatment. 

The next section outlines the empirical strategy and describes the Medicaid abortion 

funding restrictions in more detail.  Section 3 describes the data and regression specifications.  

Section 4 presents the main empirical results.  Section 5 presents new evidence of persistent 

fertility demand shocks, and Section 6 concludes. 

1.2 Empirical Strategy 

1.2.1 General Empirical Framework 

This study's primary empirical goal is to estimate the effect of abortion costs on tubal ligation.  A 

very general framework for estimating this relationship is 

1{�����	��	��		�}� = 
(�����������,��, ��) 
where "1{�����	��	��		�}�" is a dummy variable indicating that individual i has gotten her 

tubes tied by age a, "�����������" is a measure of the abortion cost faced by individual i, �� is 

a vector of sterilization determinants observed both by i and by the econometrician, and �� 
includes all sterilization determinants observed by i but not by the econometrician. 
                                                           
5 I find broadly similar but less precisely estimated results using semiparametric models. 
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To consistently estimate the reduced-form causal effect of abortion costs on tubal ligation, an 

econometrician must assume that the observed abortion cost is uncorrelated with ��.  In most 

settings, this condition is unlikely to hold.  For example, i 's abortion cost depends on her health 

insurance coverage, which depends on her household's labor supply decisions, which in turn 

depend upon i 's unobserved preferences---but i's unobserved preferences are a key component of ��. 
 Overcoming this identification problem requires a research design that generates 

variation in abortion costs that is uncorrelated with �� and an empirical specification that 

incorporates appropriate assumptions about f.  This study uses Medicaid abortion funding 

restrictions to separate abortion costs from unobserved determinants of tubal ligation.  This 

empirical strategy, combined with the permanence of tubal ligation, will point us toward an 

appropriate choice for f.  The next subsection describes the Medicaid abortion funding 

restrictions in more detail. 

1.2.2 Context and Institutional Background: Medicaid Abortion Funding Restrictions 

Medicaid covers a broad range of family planning services and supplies (U.S. House, 1976; Gold 

et al., 2007).  However, most state Medicaid programs provide very little funding for abortion: 

thirty-three states and the District of Columbia pay for the procedure only in exceptional cases, 

while the remaining seventeen states offer much broader abortion coverage (Guttmacher 

Institute, 2012).  Most of these cross-state differences date back to the late 1970s, when the Hyde 

Amendment and related state-level policies drastically reduced Medicaid abortion funding 

(Merz, Klerman, and Jackson, 1996; Levine, 2004).  This study exploits the variation in out-of-

pocket abortion costs generated by these funding restrictions. 
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 These policy changes were part of a very eventful decade for U.S. abortion policy.6  In 

January 1973, the U.S. Supreme Court decisions in Roe v. Wade and Doe v. Bolton legalized 

abortion nationwide.  Shortly thereafter, Medicaid began to cover abortion costs in most states.7  

In 1976, Congress passed the Hyde Amendment, which prohibited federal funds from paying for 

abortions.  An immediate stay prevented the Hyde Amendment from taking effect, but a trial 

court lifted the stay in August 1977, putting the Hyde Amendment into effect for the first time.  

Also in 1977, the Supreme Court ruled in Beal v. Doe and Maher v. Doe that both state and 

federal governments could decline to pay for "elective" abortions.8  Following these rulings, the 

federal government withdrew most abortion funding, leaving each state to decide whether its 

Medicaid program would continue to cover abortions.  As a result, many state Medicaid 

programs stopped paying for abortion in 1977 and 1978.  However, because the Hyde 

Amendment withheld federal funds not only for elective abortions but also for most medically 

necessary abortions, its long-run legal status remained unclear and litigation continued.  In 

February 1980, a district court struck down the law, temporarily restoring Medicaid abortion 

funding in most states.9  Later that year, the Supreme Court reversed the district court's ruling, 

putting the Hyde Amendment and associated state policies back into place.  This ruling took 

effect in September 1980 after the Supreme Court declined to rehear the case.10 

                                                           
6 This summary draws on Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996) and Levine (2004). 
7 The main exceptions were New Hampshire, which did not provide funding until January 1975, and West Virginia, 
which did not provide funding until August 1975. 
8 "Elective" abortions are not "medically necessary."  The definition of medical necessity is broad: it accounts for 
"all factors---physical, emotional, psychological, familial, and the woman's age---relevant to the well-being of the 
patient" (Doe v. Bolton, 1973).  Consequently, many abortions fall into the medically necessary category. 
9 The exceptions were Kentucky, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Dakota, and Wyoming. 
10 This sequence of events is complex, so economists have not reached a clear consensus about the timing of 
responses to the funding restrictions.  Levine (2004) distinguishes among three time periods: 1974-1976, when 
Medicaid paid for abortions, 1977-1980, a period of ambiguity; and late 1980 and beyond, when the Supreme 
Court ruling ended the ambiguity (Levine, 2004).  Using this framework, the empirical analysis in Levine, Trainor, 
and Zimmerman (1996) (hereafter, LTZ) and Levine (2004) uses 1977-1980 as a control period, with treatment 
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 These events generated variation in Medicaid abortion funding across states over time.  

Table 1 summarizes this variation.  The first two columns list the states that imposed restrictions 

prior to 1985 and the year of the first restriction.  The third column lists the states that had not 

imposed any restriction prior to 1985.  Two patterns emerge from this table.  First, a quick glance 

at the lists of "treatment" and "control" states clearly indicates that the pure cross-sectional 

variation in these policies is not random: the states that imposed restrictions are more socially 

conservative than states that did not impose restrictions.  Second, the timing of these policies is 

highly concentrated: the overwhelming majority of restrictions first went into effect in 1977-

1978. 

 Prior to these funding restrictions, Medicaid paid the entire cost of abortions, an average 

of $1,058 in 2011 dollars (Guttmacher Institute, 1979).11  Abortion was also covered by most 

private insurance plans (Muller, 1978).  Around this time, tubal ligation cost roughly $900-

$3,000 in 2011 dollars and was covered by Medicaid as well as private insurance (Muller, 1974; 

Muller, 1978; Wallace et al., 1979).  In contrast, most private insurance plans did not cover 

reversible contraceptives, although many Medicaid programs did (Muller, 1978).  These facts 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
beginning in 1981.  Blank, George, and London (1996) (hereafter, BGL) take a different approach, looking at the 
entire 1974-1988 period and defining a treatment variable that indicates whether any restriction is in place.  In 
contrast with LTZ, this setup counts states with restrictions as treated prior to the temporary lifting of those 
restrictions in 1980.  BGL show an enormous increase in the share of women living in states without public 
abortion funding between 1976 and 1978.  After 1978, this number remains high except for a brief dip in 1980 
corresponding to the time between the district court ruling and the final Supreme Court ruling.  The 1977-78 
timing makes sense for my application: for women who did not keep close track of every court ruling, the initial 
implementation of the Hyde Amendment stands out as the largest information shock.  Before that change, 
Medicaid paid for abortions; afterward, funding was uncertain at best.  A contraceptive choice like tubal ligation 
directly depends on beliefs about future abortion access over a relatively long time horizon.  After the initial policy 
changes, Medicaid recipients might have foreseen a dim future for abortion funding, even though the legal process 
took several years to reach a definitive conclusion.  For this reason, I code my treatment variable based on the 
policy changes described in Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996); the resulting timing is much closer to BGL than to 
LTZ.  My empirical analysis explores the sensitivity of the results to assumptions about treatment timing. 
11 In 1977, 62% of abortion providers were hospitals; by 1988, only 40% of abortion providers were hospitals (Van 
Vort et al., 1992).  As abortion provision has shifted away from hospitals, abortion costs have declined in real 
terms.  In 2009, the average cost of a nonhospital surgical abortion at 10 weeks gestation was $451, while the 
average cost of a medication abortion was $483 (Jones and Kooistra, 2011). 
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allow us to quantify the effect of the Medicaid funding restrictions.  For women enrolled in 

Medicaid when the abortion funding restrictions began, the out-of-pocket cost of abortion 

immediately increased from $0 to an average of $1,058.  These women could respond by 

obtaining tubal ligations at no out-of-pocket cost.  Forward-looking women anticipating future 

spells of Medicaid coverage faced similar incentives. 

1.2.3 Differences-in-Differences Strategy 

    The 1977-1978 Medicaid abortion funding restrictions provide plausibly exogenous variation 

for estimating the effect of abortion costs on tubal ligation within a differences-in-differences 

framework.  A pure cross-sectional comparison of states would confound the effects of these 

policies with unobserved beliefs and preferences.  A pure time-series analysis would confound 

the effects of these policies with secular trends in tubal ligation arising from geographically 

widespread changes in contraceptive technology.  A differences-in-differences strategy allows us 

to deal with these potential confounders by controlling for unobserved time-invariant state 

characteristics γ� and for geographically uniform time trends γ�. 

    In general, separating the effects of state-level policy changes from unobserved γ� and γ� 
requires us to assume that the outcome of interest is additive in all of these variables, which 

places some restrictions on f.  Further refinement of f comes from the permanent nature of tubal 

ligation, which naturally fits into a duration analysis framework. 

    This study's research design and data address some common concerns about differences-in-

differences strategies based on state-level policy changes.  One common concern is endogenous 

policy adoption: in general, state-level policies could be carefully timed responses to state-

specific trends or shocks.  Table 1 allays this concern; the funding restrictions occurred in a very 
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brief window of time due to the federal-level policy changes and legal rulings described above.  

Unobserved determinants of these federal-level events will be captured by γ�, while the time-

invariant state characteristics driving states' responses to these events will be captured by γ�.  
This argument does not apply to time-varying state characteristics, which could also drive state 

policy responses.  One of the most obvious is income: a state that happened to be rich when the 

federal government withdrew abortion funding could better afford to foot the bill than a state that 

happened to be poor.  I address this concern by controlling for state-level per capita income.  I 

describe other covariates and details of the data in the next section. 

1.3 Data and Empirical Specifications 

1.3.1 National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG) 

This study uses data from multiple waves of the National Survey of Family Growth (NSFG).  

This repeated cross-sectional survey of U.S. women age 15-44 focuses on issues related to 

childbearing.  Crucial to the design of this study, the NSFG contains considerable retrospective 

information, including the timing of sterilization procedures.12  I use this information to compute 

the age at tubal ligation for each respondent and to track a key age-varying covariate, marital 

status. 

 Panel A of Table 2 displays cross-sectional summary statistics for the five most recent 

waves of the NSFG.  The left half of the table describes a broad subsample of women age 21-

                                                           
12 Using retrospective information has the disadvantage of potential measurement error and biases related to 
recall.  In the NSFG, Martin and Wu (1998) and Hayford and Morgan (2008) find some evidence of recall errors in 
reported hormonal contraceptive use, periods of sexual abstinence, and cohabitation.  On the other hand, Wu, 
Martin, and Long (2001) find that the NSFG's retrospectively reported birth intervals closely match those in the 
Vital Statistics on Natality. 
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44.13  The average age of these women is 32 years, and 19% of them have already undergone 

tubal ligation. 

 Figures 1-3 use pooled data from all five NSFG waves to provide a more detailed picture 

of the SES gradient and of the overall age profile of tubal ligation.  Figure 1 shows age profiles 

for the three most popular contraceptive methods to illustrate how women's contraceptive 

choices vary over the life cycle.  Women in their early-to-mid-20s favor reversible methods over 

tubal ligation.  By the time women reach age 30, tubal ligation has already become one of the 

most popular methods, eclipsing condoms.  Past age 32, women are more likely to use tubal 

ligation than any other single method, including the pill.  By age 40, 31% of women have gotten 

their tubes tied. 

 Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the SES gradient in tubal ligation.  Figure 2 shows how 

contraceptive choices vary by educational attainment.  By the time they reach their mid-to-late-

20s, women without high school diplomas are as likely to have their tubes tied as to use the pill.  

One-quarter of them have gotten their tubes tied by age 28 and more than one-third have done so 

by age 32.  However, among high school graduates tubal ligation remains less popular than the 

pill until age 32, and the fraction with tubal ligation never reaches one-third.  Figure 3 shows 

how contraceptive choices differ by race.  By age 30, 19% of nonwhite women have gotten their 

tubes tied, making it more popular than any other single method at that age.  39% of them have 

undergone the procedure by age 40.  In contrast, the pill is more popular than tubal ligation 

among white women until they reach their mid-30s, and only 27% of them have tied their tubes 

by age 40.  These figures show that low-SES women are more likely than high-SES women to 

                                                           
13 In addition to the age restriction, this subsample omits women who have undergone noncontraceptive sterilizing 
surgeries (e.g. hysterectomy). 
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have gotten their tubes tied by any given age; these differences persist at older ages, suggesting 

that the SES gradient is not just a mechanical result of differences in fertility timing. 

1.3.2 Restricted NSFG 

To estimate the effect of state-level Medicaid abortion funding restrictions on tubal ligation, I 

need to match each individual to her state of residence.  To do this, I use a restricted-access 

version of the NSFG that contains information about respondents' states of residence at the time 

of the survey.  Assuming low mobility between treatment and control states, this information 

allows me to impute the Medicaid abortion funding regime experienced by each woman in the 

1977-1984 period.  I use this information to construct a treatment dummy �	������ that is equal 

to 1 if a Medicaid abortion funding restriction is in place in state s and calendar year t, and 0 

otherwise.14 

 I use retrospective information from the 1982, 1988, and 1995 NSFG waves to construct 

an annual pseudo-panel of women.  This panel contains time-varying individual-level 

information about tubal ligation status and marital status, time-varying state characteristics, and 

time-invariant variables from the cross-sectional survey.15  To obtain the "estimation sample," I 

further restrict this panel to the years 1973-1984; abortion was illegal in most states prior to 1973 

                                                           
14 Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996) document these policy changes at a monthly frequency.  I use this 
information to classify states into three categories.  The first category consists of states that had a Medicaid 
program throughout the entire 1973-1984 period but had not imposed any funding restrictions as of 1985.  I refer 
to these as "control" states.  The second category consists of states that cut off funding at least once prior to the 
early 1980 Supreme Court ruling and that continued to withhold funding until at least 1982.  I refer to these states 
as "treatment" states because they experienced long-lasting policy changes.  The third and final category consists 
of omitted states.  I omit Arizona because it did not have a Medicaid program until 1982.  I also omit three other 
states because they imposed funding restrictions (making them ineligible for the control group) but these 
restrictions were very short-lived (making them ineligible for the treatment group).  I explore the sensitivity of my 
results to the inclusion of these last three states in the treatment group. 
15 This exercise omits later waves because the oldest cohorts interviewed in those waves were not old enough to 
get their tubes tied in the mid-1970s. 
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(Levine, 2004), and large Medicaid eligibility expansions occurred after 1984 (Currie and 

Gruber, 1996). 

1.3.3 Baseline Regression Specification 

Tubal ligation naturally fits into a duration analysis framework because it is an absorbing state.16  

I assume that tubal ligation is possible at ages 18 and up, so exposure time a is the woman's age 

minus 18.17  The next step is to select an appropriate duration model.  Parametric duration 

models offer the most statistical power, but they make strong assumptions about the shape of the 

baseline hazard.  Appendix Figure 1 displays a nonparametrically estimated hazard function of 

tubal ligation for women who were not subject to Medicaid abortion funding restrictions.  This 

hazard is nonmonotonic and single-peaked, which rules out many parametric models.  My main 

specifications use the generalized gamma accelerated failure time model, which can fit 

nonmonotonic single-peaked hazards.18  The baseline specification is 

ln ���� = ��	������ +���
�

+���
�

+ ����� + ���� 
where ln ����	is the natural logarithm of individual i 's time to failure, �	������ is the treatment 

dummy for state s and calendar year t, ���� is a vector of regressors that vary across individuals i, 

states s, and calendar years t, ���� 	is the natural logarithm of a generalized gamma-distributed 

unobserved error term, and �� and �� are fixed effects for calendar year and state respectively.19  

                                                           
16 Reversal of tubal ligation is quite rare in general, and it is particularly rare in the NSFG data because many 
women are relatively young at the time of the interview. 
17  This cutoff is based partly on the legal significance of age 18 and partly on observed patterns of tubal ligation in 
the NSFG: tubal ligation rates at ages 18-22 are low but not negligible for the time period studied. 
18 In a robustness check, I find similar but less precisely estimated results using a semiparametric Cox model. 
19 I cluster the standard errors at the state level in these regressions.  I do this for a couple of reasons.  First, it 
allows for correlated outcomes within states over time, i.e. serial correlation.  This correction is critical in 
difference-in-difference research designs that assign treatment at a group level (Bertrand, Duflo, and 
Mullainathan, 2004).  Second, the complex survey design of the NSFG does not collect a simple random sample of 
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The key parameter of interest is β, the effect of a state-level Medicaid abortion funding 

restriction.  I expect these policies to increase tubal ligation rates, thus reducing time to failure 

(age at tubal ligation), implying β<0.  The state and year fixed effects capture all differences in 

log failure times attributable to nationwide time trends and fixed characteristics of states.  For 

example, the year fixed effects capture geographically widespread advances in contraceptive 

technology, while the state fixed effects capture stable social and cultural values.  In this 

framework, a causal interpretation of β assumes that the funding restrictions did not coincide 

with changes in unobserved determinants of tubal ligation.  In other words, we must assume that 

tubal ligation trends in treatment and control states would have been parallel if the funding 

restrictions had not occurred. 

1.4 Results 

1.4.1 Preliminary Graphical Evidence 

We can use graphical evidence to roughly gauge the effects of the funding restrictions and to 

informally assess the key identifying assumption of parallel counterfactual trends.  To do this, I 

slightly modify the main regression specification to allow the treatment and control states to have 

different tubal ligation rates in every calendar year: 

ln ���� = ����	���	�
�

+���
�

+ ����� + ���� 
Figures 4a and 4b plot the coefficients �� from two specifications: one with only a survey wave 

dummy in ����, and another with a full set of controls in ����.  The horizontal axis tracks the 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
the national population.  Therefore correct inference must account for correlated outcomes within each primary 
sampling unit (PSU).  Clustering at the state level is the best solution to this problem in a multi-wave study because 
PSUs generally fall within states, states can be matched across multiple waves, and the NSFG sampling design 
varies across waves. 
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passage of time, while the vertical axis measures the regression-adjusted log failure times in the 

treatment and control group, with the control group in 1973 normalized to zero.20  The initial 

Medicaid abortion funding restrictions went into effect in 1977 and 1978, so the pre-period is 

1973-1976.  During this period, both groups of states follow the same downward trend in log 

failure times, although the treatment group moves slightly upward from 1975 to 1976.21  

Between 1976 and 1978, a gap opens up between the two groups as there is a large drop in log 

failure time for the treatment group with a much smaller decline for the control group.22  In 

Figure 4a, this gap remains roughly steady for the rest of the period of observation; in Figure 4b, 

it narrows somewhat in the early 1980s. 

 Overall, these graphs show roughly parallel trends prior to 1976 and a treatment effect 

with the expected sign between 1976 and 1978, as suggested by the institutional background of 

the Medicaid abortion funding restrictions.  The only notable deviation from parallel pre-trends 

is the slight jump between 1975 and 1976.23  This is somewhat worrisome because we do not 

want the estimated treatment effect to be confounded by regression to the mean.  For this reason, 

a key set of robustness checks explores the sensitivity of the results to assumptions about 

treatment timing.24 

                                                           
20 This normalization is unnecessary in the "no controls" specification, but it is helpful in the "full controls" 
specification.  The full set of controls includes several regressors that are never zero, so the constant (which would 
otherwise represent the log failure time for the control group in the omitted year) has no meaningful 
interpretation. 
21 Recall that higher rates of tubal ligation imply lower failure times, so down on the graph corresponds to more 
tubal ligation and up corresponds to less. 
22 The treatment and control group 95% confidence intervals heavily overlap throughout the graph, so these 
differences are not statistically significant at the 5% level in any particular year.  These results suggest that pooling 
years into pre- and post-periods is a critical source of statistical power in the main regression specifications. 
23 Formal tests do not reject the hypothesis of parallel pre-trends, but these tests are not very powerful. 
24 I also estimate specifications that control for linear state-specific trends and allow for dynamic treatment effects.  
However, the worrisome pre-trend in these graphs is highly nonlinear, so controlling for linear pre-trends probably 
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1.4.2 Overall Treatment Effects 

Table 3 displays the estimates of β for the full sample.  Column (1) displays �� for a specification 

with only survey wave dummies in ����, while Column (2)'s �� comes from a specification that 

includes a full set of covariates in ����.  The coefficients of the generalized gamma model 

represent changes in log failure times, which we can approximately interpret them as percentage 

changes in failure times.  For example, the coefficient estimate in Column (1) is -0.1354, which 

indicates that the abortion funding restrictions reduce the number of years until tubal ligation by 

roughly 14%, corresponding to an increased risk of tubal ligation.  For example, this point 

estimate implies that the funding restrictions accelerate the age at tubal ligation from 25 to 24, 

from 32 to 30, or from 39 to 36.25  Including additional controls in Column (2) has little effect on 

the point estimates.  The rows labeled “
�����	
�			���	���

���������	������������” express the estimates as effects on 

the fraction of women who have undergone tubal ligation by age 35.2627  These point estimates 

imply that the funding restrictions generated a 7%-9% increase the overall rate of tubal ligation 

by age 35.28 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
exacerbates the pre-trend problem instead of solving it.  Consistent with this assessment, the treatment effect 
estimates become implausibly large when I control for linear state trends (results not shown). 
25 Recall that the time at risk begins at age 18, so the relevant "ages" in this model are individuals' actual ages 
minus 18.  ��≈-0.14 implies that the funding restrictions reduce the time to failure by roughly one-seventh.  These 
calculations use the formula ������	
����������	
 = ������	
����������	
 + ��	�������	
���������� − 18. 
26 To obtain these numbers, I restrict the sample to women in states that implemented funding restrictions.  Then I 
use the regression estimates to predict the survivor function at age 35 for �
�������� = 1.  Then I do the same for 
�
�������� = 0 and compare the difference between the predicted values.  In this model, �
��������  does not 
enter the survivor function additively, so these calculations depend on the other explanatory variables and the 
coefficient estimates associated with them.  This fact helps explain why the "full set of controls" specification 
generates a smaller �����	
�			���	���

���������	������������ despite having a larger �� . 
27 The ideal comparison would measure �����	
�			���	��

���������	������������ at the oldest possible age A.  I choose A=35 
because the sample does not include any women who were in their 40s in the period prior to the funding 
restrictions. 
28 The baseline tubal ligation rates used to calculate these percentages come from Appendix Figure 2, which 
depicts the failure function for women in treated states in 1973-1976.  This group provides the appropriate 
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 These estimates are quite large considering that Medicaid only covered about 10% of 

women of reproductive age (author's estimates from 1980-1984 Current Population Surveys).  

However, current tubal ligation decisions should respond not only to current abortion costs but 

also to anticipated future abortion costs, so women who anticipate future Medicaid coverage 

could respond to the funding restrictions regardless of their current enrollment status.  For 

example, suppose that the funding restrictions reduced time to failure (age at tubal minus 18) by 

60% for current Medicaid participants and reduced time to failure by 50% for an additional 15% 

of women who anticipated future Medicaid enrollment.  These effects would generate a 13.5% 

reduction in failure time in the general population (60%×10%+50%×15%=13.5%), which is 

close to ��.  Alternatively, �� could reflect somewhat smaller effects on the Medicaid population 

combined with modest general equilibrium effects on a broader population (e.g. through social 

learning or reduced numbers of abortion providers).29 

This discussion highlights likely heterogeneity in β, but the estimates in Table 3 do not 

address this heterogeneity.  In the next subsection, I estimate differential effects of these policies 

by race and education to see if they can account for part of the socioeconomic sterilization 

gradient. 

1.4.3 Effects on SES Gradient 

To estimate the effects of abortion funding restrictions on the socioeconomic sterilization 

gradient, I modify the baseline specification to interact the treatment dummy with an indicator of 

each individual's SES: 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
baseline because the difference-in-difference strategy estimates the average treatment effect on the treated 
group, not the average treatment effect for the entire population. 
29 For example, a 40% reduction in time to failure for current Medicaid participants, a 30% reduction in failure time 
for future Medicaid participants, and a 7% reduction in failure time for other women implies a 13.75% reduction in 
average time to failure, which is close to β�. 
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ln ���� = ��ℎ��ℎ���� + ���	������+��ℎ��ℎ���� × �	������ +���
�

+���
�

+ �����
+ ���� 

In this equation, β₁ is the SES gradient without abortion funding restrictions, while β₃ is the 

effect of these restrictions on the SES gradient.  Thus 
�₃
�₁	 is the percentage change in the SES 

gradient due to the funding restrictions.30  Table 4 displays ��₁, ��₃, and ��₃; Column (1) looks at 

the education gradient ("high SES" = high school graduates), while Column (2) looks at the race 

gradient ("high SES" = white women).  All of these estimates include a full set of controls in ����.  The estimate of β₁ in Column (1) indicates a large education gradient even in the absence 

of funding restrictions: log failure times are 0.45 higher for high school graduates, so these 

women get their tubes tied at much lower rates than high school dropouts.  Nevertheless, the 

estimates of β₃ imply that this gap widens even further when Medicaid restricts abortion funding: 

the difference in log failure times between high school grades and dropouts increases by 0.2.  

Thus, in the log failure time metric, these policies widen the education gradient by 44%.  

Similarly, Column (2) shows that a race gradient in tubal ligation exists even without funding 

restrictions, as white women's log failure times are 0.15 higher than nonwhite women's.  

Abortion funding restrictions widen this gap by 0.10, an increase of 70%.  Although this ��₃ is 

very large, it is very imprecisely estimated; even at a 10% significance level, it is statistically 

indistinguishable from zero. 

                                                           
30 Strictly speaking, β₁ is the average SES gradient among all women who were not subject to the funding 
restrictions.  This group includes women in the treated states prior to 1977 as well as women in control states in all 
years.  As discussed above, the pre-period treated-state women are the most appropriate baseline group.  
However, the estimated SES gradients for this group are not very different from the �� ₁s in Table 4, so I use the �� ₁s. 
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 The lower rows of Table 4 translate these estimates into effects on the SES gradient in 

P(Tubal by Age 35).  The funding restrictions increase the education gradient in P(Tubal by Age 

35) by 2.8 percentage points and the race gradient by 1.8 percentage points.  Although these 

policies have a larger effect on the education gradient in absolute terms, the effects by education 

and race are very similar in percentage terms: the funding restrictions widen both gaps by 

roughly 46%.  These estimates are very large, implying that Medicaid abortion funding 

restrictions are one of the primary explanations for the socioeconomic sterilization gradient.  

This result makes sense because Medicaid covers low-income women.  Nevertheless, the point 

estimates ��₂+��₃ are still large, implying that these policies also reduce log failure times by 

roughly 0.1 for the "high SES" groups.  This result also makes sense because many white women 

and high school graduates are covered by Medicaid.  The next subsection uses a richer set of 

individual characteristics to estimate the differential effects of the funding restrictions on 

relatively likely and relatively unlikely Medicaid recipients. 

1.4.4 Effects on Relatively Likely Medicaid Participants 

Medicaid abortion funding restrictions should primarily affect women who are enrolled in 

Medicaid or who expect to be enrolled in Medicaid in the future.  The NSFG does not contain 

retrospective information on Medicaid participation, so I use information from the 1980-1984 

waves of the Current Population Survey to impute the probability of Medicaid participation, �������� |���!, for each respondent.31  I use two strategies to estimate the effects of the funding 

                                                           
31 I use the 1980-1984 waves of the CPS to estimate logit regressions of Medicaid participation on age, race, 
education, and marital status.  I do this separately for each state since Medicaid eligibility criteria vary across 
states.  I then use the estimates (merged onto the restricted NSFG as state-level information) to predict the 
probability of Medicaid participation, P��Mcaid|X��, for each individual in the restricted NSFG.  Marital status and 
age fluctuate over time in the retrospective data so, P_{s}(Mcaid|X_{it}) also varies over time.  However, some 
applications of ���������|��� (e.g. weighting) require that it be constant over time, so I use each individual's mean 
���������|��� over the period of observation. 
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restrictions on the most likely Medicaid recipients (relatively high �������� |���!): first, I 

interact the �	������ dummy with �������� |���!; second, I weight the sample by �������� |���! instead of the survey weights.  The results appear in Appendix Table 1.  Column 

(1) displays coefficient estimates from the interacted specification.  The first row shows the 

coefficient estimate on �������� |���!, which is roughly -0.8, implying that relatively likely 

Medicaid participants have much lower times to failure than other women, even in the absence of 

funding restrictions.  Most women have values of �������� |���! between 0 and 0.5, so the 

difference between the most likely and the least likely Medicaid participants is roughly -0.4.  In 

other words, even without the funding restrictions, the average failure time of the most likely 

Medicaid participants is 40% lower than the average failure time of the least likely Medicaid 

participants.  The second row displays the estimated treatment effect for the women who are 

least likely to participate in Medicaid.  The estimate is not statistically different from zero, but its 

magnitude is not small: it implies that the funding restrictions reduce these women's log failure 

times by 0.11.  The third row shows the estimated coefficient on the interaction between �������� |���! and �	������.  According to this estimate, the funding restriction reduces the 

log failure time for a woman with �������� |���!=0.5 (a relatively high value) by 0.28 more than 

for a women with �������� |���!=0.  Together, the estimates in the second and third rows of 

Column (1) imply that the funding restrictions reduced the most likely Medicaid participants' 

failure times by roughly 40%. 

 Appendix Table 1, Column (2) displays a treatment effect estimate that is comparable to 

the ones in Table 3; the only difference is that the sample has now been weighted to represent 

Medicaid participants instead of the broader U.S. population.  The point estimate, -0.31, is twice 

as large as each of its counterparts in Table 3, although the 95% confidence intervals overlap.  
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This estimate, like the ones in Column (1), indicates that the effects of the funding restrictions 

were much larger for the most likely Medicaid participants than for other women. 

 �������� |���! is estimated rather than directly observed, so these results are subject to 

two important caveats.  First, the vector of observables used to predict �������� |���! is sparse, 

leading to measurement error and attenuation bias.  Therefore these point estimates probably 

understate the true differences between Medicaid participants and other women.  Second, the 

parameters of the �������� |���! function are estimated, so they are subject to sampling 

variation.  To obtain unbiased estimates of the standard errors, one would need to use bootstrap 

methods.  Unfortunately, the procedure for merging state-level information onto the restricted 

NSFG makes this approach infeasible.32 

The evidence in Appendix Table 1 suggests that Medicaid abortion funding restrictions 

dramatically increase tubal ligation rates among Medicaid participants but also slightly increase 

tubal ligation rates among other women.  To further interpret these results, we should consider 

the different channels through which these policies could affect tubal ligation rates. 

1.4.5 Possible Channels of Influence 

The effect of abortion funding restrictions on tubal ligation is similar to an uncompensated cross-

price elasticity of demand.33  This reduced-form parameter includes several economically distinct 

                                                           
32 The current strategy for imputing ���������|��� merges 15 state-specific variables (the logit point estimates) 
onto the restricted NSFG.  In this framework, correcting the inference with n bootstrap replications would entail 
merging 15n state-specific variables onto the dataset. 
33 Although the familiar language of elasticities is useful here, the actual calculation of elasticities is not very 
informative in this context.  In the year prior to the Hyde Amendment, the average abortion cost was $285 (AGI, 
1979), which is $1,058 in 2011 dollars.  Medicaid generally did not require co-pays for family planning services 
during the period under study, so the funding restrictions should have raised the price by $1,058 for the target 
population (U.S. House, 1976).  With an initial price of zero, an infinitesimal change expressed as a percentage is 
arbitrarily large and a large discrete change expressed as a percentage is very sensitive to the choice of base.  In 
either case, expressing the change as an elasticity tells us very little about the true cross-price effect on demand.  
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effects.  The most direct and plausible one is a substitution effect: higher abortion costs 

strengthen incentives to avoid unplanned pregnancies.  In a contraceptive choice problem, this 

incentive makes pregnancy prevention more valuable, triggering substitution toward methods 

perceived to be relatively effective.  If women believe that tubal ligation is a relatively effective 

method but dislike it for other reasons, this increase in the disutility of pregnancy could induce 

them to switch to tubal ligation.  In doing so, they would reveal their belief that tubal ligation 

prevents pregnancy more effectively than the methods they were using previously. 

 An uncompensated price increase reduces real income, which in turn could influence 

contraceptive choices.  Generally speaking, falling income will increase demand for inferior 

contraceptive characteristics and reduce demand for normal contraceptive characteristics.  Two 

concrete examples are worth noting.  The first is pecuniary cost: as you become poorer, your 

marginal utility of consumption increases, so you substitute toward cheaper methods of birth 

control.  The second is the option value of fertility: if children are a normal good, then an income 

reduction makes you less likely to want children in the future, making reversibility less valuable. 

 Although we cannot categorically rule out these income effects, I expect them to be of 

second-order importance for a couple of reasons.  First, the average expenditure increase implied 

by the funding restrictions was less than 0.3% of the average Medicaid recipient's household 

income,34 which would have been too small to meaningfully affect the marginal utility of 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
Furthermore, the available data do not allow me to directly estimate the effect of these policies on out-of-pocket 
abortion costs. 
34 The average cost of an abortion was $1,058 in 2011 dollars, and the annual abortion rate for Medicaid-eligible 
women was 0.064 in 1977 (Guttmacher Institute, 1979), so the expected increase in expenditures (before any 
behavioral response) would have been $68.  The average annual household income of female Medicaid recipients 
was $9,656 in 1980 ($26,359 in 2011 dollars), the first year in which Medicaid participation is observable (Current 
Population Survey). 
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consumption.35  Second, the income elasticity of demand for children is positive but small, so the 

change in demand for children (and the resulting change in option value) was probably weak.36 

    If variation in abortion funding affects abortion decisions conditional on pregnancy, then it 

could affect contraceptive choices through fertility rates.  Holding constant a woman's demand 

for children, increasing her current stock of children will reduce the option value of fertility and 

increase the value of preventing unplanned pregnancies.  However, previous research on abortion 

funding restrictions has not found clear evidence of an effect on birthrates, so this channel is 

probably not very influential in practice. 

    So far, this discussion has treated Medicaid policies as a direct interaction between 

policymakers and program participants.  This framework abstracts away from two important 

issues.  First, a patient's out-of-pocket costs could influence a physician's decisions.  If a 

contraceptive user does not unilaterally respond to higher abortion costs by switching 

contraceptive methods, her doctor could encourage her to do so.  This encouragement could be 

very subtle.  For example, the doctor could be more willing to present tubal ligation as one of a 

short list of contraceptive options.  Alternatively, a doctor who otherwise would have been 

reluctant to agree to tubal ligation requests (e.g. due to concerns about regret) might be willing to 

perform the procedure if patients cannot afford abortions. 

    The simple policymaker-participant framework also ignores general equilibrium effects.  The 

overall estimates in Table 3 and the estimates for �������� |���!=0 in Appendix Table 1 suggest 

that the funding restrictions had some impact on women who were unlikely ever to participate in 

                                                           
35 This argument implies a weak income effect but could easily be consistent with strong substitution effects.  If 
two goods are close substitutes, a large increase in the price of one could lead to a large increase in demand for 
the other, regardless of the impact on real income. 
36 Lindo (2010) estimates an income elasticity of 0.15 for a population that heavily overlaps with the one I study. 
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Medicaid.  Several mechanisms could drive these general equilibrium effects.  Funding 

restrictions could affect abortion access for Medicaid nonparticipants by reducing abortion 

demand so dramatically that abortion providers shut down, increasing the travel costs of abortion 

for large groups of women.  Indeed, Blank, George, and London (1996) find that the number of 

abortion providers per capita peaked in 1977 (the year of the first Medicaid abortion funding 

restrictions) after several years of growth.  Another potential general equilibrium channel is 

social learning: qualitative research suggests that a woman whose peers favor tubal ligation 

could be more likely to undergo the procedure (Borrero et al., 2009).  Finally, the physician 

responses described above could affect many patients, not just those covered by Medicaid. 

1.4.6 Sensitivity to Assumptions About Treatment Timing  

In this subsection, I explore the sensitivity of the main empirical results to small changes in 

assumptions.  I begin with assumptions about the timing of contraceptive responses to the 

abortion funding restrictions.  Sensitivity to timing assumptions matters for several reasons.  

First, the main mechanism described above is an ex-ante contraceptive response to the 

anticipated disutility of pregnancy.  This mechanism relies on agents updating their beliefs in 

response to the policy changes.  This updating could occur slowly, and not all policy changes 

affect beliefs equally.  In particular, an agent's beliefs about future abortion costs critically 

depend on the perceived permanence of a policy change.  Another motivation for this robustness 

check comes from the graphical evidence in Figures 4a and 4b.  These figures show a noticeable 

jump in the treatment group's failure times, raising the concern that the treatment effect estimates 

could partly reflect regression to the mean.  If the estimates are robust to changes in treatment 

timing, then this issue becomes less worrisome.  A third motivation for this robustness check 

comes from the economic literature on abortion funding restrictions, which has not reached a 
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clear consensus on treatment timing (Blank, George, and London, 1996; Levine, Trainor, and 

Zimmerman, 1996; Levine, 2004). 

 The above empirical analysis codes the �	������ variable as 1 if a funding restriction 

went into effect in state s in year t or in any prior year; otherwise, �	������=0.  I call this the 

"end of year" coding because it codes a state-year as treated if the state had implemented a 

restriction by December 31st of that year.  This coding assumes that contraceptive choices react 

instantaneously to the initial funding restrictions but that they do not respond at all to subsequent 

fluctuations.  The "instantaneous reaction" assumption, although common in difference-in-

difference studies, might be unrealistic.  I explore two alternative codings that slightly relax this 

assumption.  The first of these, "mid-year", codes the state-year as treated only if the restriction 

went into effect by June 30th.  The other one, "fraction," codes treatment fractionally, rounded to 

the nearest month.  A fourth coding, "one-year lag," differs from the first three in a couple of 

ways.  First, it codes a state as treated only if the funding restriction began in the previous year 

(equivalent to the end-of-year coding with a one-year lag).  Second, it allows the treatment 

regime to change back and forth in response to temporary fluctuations in Medicaid abortion 

funding.37 

Appendix Tables 2, 3a, and 3b replicate the main results under these four sets of 

assumptions.  Column (1), "end of year," is the same coding used in the main tables.  Columns 

(2) and (3) display results for the "mid-year" and fraction codings respectively.  These results are 

very similar to the main results.  The most notable difference appears in Appendix Table 3b: the 

                                                           
37 Recall that the sample omits the three states that permanently restored funding shortly after restricting it.  
Therefore all of the treated states in the sample restricted funding for most of the period after the initial policy 
change.  From our ex-post vantage point, the fluctuations described here were truly temporary. 
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estimated policy effects on the race gradient are roughly 20% larger for these alternative codings 

and are now statistically significant at the 10% level. 

    Column (4) displays the "one-year lag" results, which are qualitatively similar to the main 

results but smaller in magnitude and less statistically significant.  For example, the point 

estimates in Appendix Table 2, Column (4) imply that the funding restrictions reduce failure 

times by 8-9% (instead of 14%) and that they increase the rate of tubal ligation by age 35 by 4-

6% (instead of 7-9%).  Similarly, the point estimates in Column (4) of Appendix Table 3b imply 

that the funding restrictions widen the race gradient by 47% in the log failure time metric 

(instead of 70%) and by 33% in the tubal by age 35 metric (instead of 46%).  However, the 

estimated effects on the education gradient (shown in Appendix Table 3a) are quite insensitive to 

timing assumptions, changing very little across columns. 

1.4.7 More Inclusive Definition of Treatment Group  

The main empirical analysis focuses on states that imposed long-lasting abortion funding 

restrictions, omitting three states that enacted short-lived restrictions.  As discussed above, the 

most important mechanisms underlying the treatment effect are driven by beliefs about future 

abortion costs, so a policy that decision-makers expect to be permanent provides a fundamentally 

different treatment from a policy decision-makers expect to be short-lived.  However, I do not 

have information on ex-ante beliefs about the permanence of these policies.  Instead, I classify 

"short-lived" and "permanent" policies based on ex-post outcomes under the assumption that 

they are strongly correlated with ex-ante perceptions.  If the distinction between temporary and 

permanent policies was unclear at the time, then this selection criterion is at best an unnecessary 

reduction in sample size and at worst a source of selection bias.  These potential drawbacks 

motivate a robustness check that replicates the main results with a more inclusive set of states.  
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This comparison remains interesting even if the distinction between permanent and temporary 

restrictions is valid: in this case, the treatment effects should be weaker when the temporary 

restrictions are included.  Appendix Table 4 presents the results.  Comparing these results to 

those in Tables 3 and 4, we see that including the short-lived policies slightly reduces the overall 

treatment effect and the effect on the race gradient but slightly increases the effect on the 

education gradient.  Using the previous robustness check as a benchmark, changing the sample 

composition is more important than a small change in timing assumptions but less important than 

a large change in timing assumptions.  It does not have a major impact on the results. 

1.4.8 Sensitivity to Parametric Assumptions  

Although the generalized gamma model is more flexible than most parametric duration models, 

it does assume that the distribution of failure times belongs to the family of three-parameter 

generalized gamma distributions.  For this reason, I also estimate semiparametric Cox models, 

which places no restrictions on the distribution of failure times (or equivalently, on the shape of 

the baseline hazard function).  The baseline Cox specification takes the form 

ln ℎ��|����, �, ! = lnℎ���!+ β��	������ +� γ��
�

+� γ��
�

+ ����δ� 

where a is exposure time (age minus 18), ℎ��|����, �, ! is the conditional hazard rate of tubal 

ligation, and ℎ���! is the baseline hazard rate of tubal ligation.  The Cox model does not restrict 

the shape of ℎ���!.  In this model, the parameter of interest β� is the effect of the funding 

restrictions on the log hazard rate of tubal ligation.  In other words, β�>0 implies an increase in 

tubal ligation, in contrast to the gamma model in which a negative coefficient implied an 

increase in tubal ligation.  Appendix Table 4 shows the Cox estimates of the full-sample 

treatment effects (comparable to Table 3), and Appendix Table 5 shows the Cox estimates of the 
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effects on the education and race gradients (comparable to Tables 4a and 4b).  The point estimate 

β� in Appendix Table 4, Column (2) is 0.127, which means that the funding restrictions 

increased the overall hazard rate of tubal ligation by roughly 13%.  We can use the P(Tubal by 

Age 35) metric to compare the magnitudes of the Cox point estimates to those of the generalized 

gamma estimates.  The Cox estimates of the overall effects on tubal ligation are slightly larger 

than the corresponding generalized gamma estimates.  The Cox specifications also estimate 

larger effects on the education and race gradients in absolute terms, although the estimated effect 

on the education gradient is smaller in percentage terms due to a higher predicted failure rate in 

the Cox model.  Overall, the Cox estimates are broadly similar to the ones obtained from the 

generalized gamma models, but they tend to be less precisely estimated. 

1.5 Fertility Demand Shocks and Ex-Post Regret 

1.5.1 Motivation 

Unlike other birth control methods, surgical sterilization is permanent. A woman who gets her 

tubes tied forgoes the option value of fertility, risking ex-post regret if she experiences a 

persistent fertility demand shock (e.g. meeting a new partner).  Due to concerns about post-

sterilization regret, standard preoperative screening and counseling procedures discourage tubal 

ligation among women who are uncertain about their future fertility plans (WHO, 1992; Ross 

and Frankenberg, 1993; Trussell, Guilbert, and Hedley, 2003). 

These concerns and precautions have motivated two strands of research related to the 

potential normative implications of tubal ligation.  The first strand focuses on informed consent 

(Molina, 2001; Zite, Philipson, and Wallace, 2007; Borrero et al., 2011).  The second strand 

attempts to document and quantify post-sterilization regret (Hillis et al., 1999; Schmidt et al., 
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2000; Borrero et al., 2008; MacKenzie et al., 2009).  Regret is very difficult to measure 

empirically, so this literature relies upon subjective self-reports and observed outcomes whose 

connection to regret is often unclear. 

I contribute to the literature on regret as follows.  Instead of trying to measure regret 

itself, I focus on the fundamental source of regret: persistent fertility demand shocks.  I begin 

with a dynamic economic model of contraceptive choice.  This model guides the empirical work 

in two ways.  First, it clarifies the economic interpretation of the observable outcome variables.  

Second, it demonstrates some of the empirical implications of persistent fertility demand 

shocks.38  My empirical investigation focuses on the dynamic implications because the static 

implications are less robust to simple misreporting and have already been explored extensively in 

the empirical literature. 

1.5.2 Measuring Demand Shocks 

The outcomes of interest come from three survey questions in the NSFG.  The first question, 

worded similarly in all five NSFG waves, is: "As things look to you now, if your tubal 

sterilization could be reversed safely, would you want to have it reversed?"  I use the responses 

to code two dummy variables, "Definitely wants to reverse tubal ligation" and "Probably wants 

to reverse tubal ligation."  The second question, also worded similarly in all five waves, is: "If it 

were possible, would you, yourself, want to have another baby at some time in the future?"  The 

third question, which appears only in the 1995 wave, is: "Think about your life in general.  

Taken altogether, how would you say things are these days?  Would you say that you are very 

happy, fairly happy, neither happy nor unhappy, not very happy, or very unhappy?" 

                                                           
38 This is the first economic model of contraceptive choice that includes persistent fertility demand shocks.  Carro 
and Mira (2006) note that an ideal model of sterilization choices would include persistent demand shocks, but 
adding such shocks to their structurally estimated model would be computationally infeasible. 
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The right-hand side of Table 2 provides summary statistics for the NSFG subsample I use 

to analyze regret, which consists of all women who have tied their tubes and who have 

nonmissing data for the relevant variables.  In Panel B, the first nine variables listed come from 

the four survey questions described here; these are the outcomes of interest.  28% of these 

women report wanting to have another baby, 11% report definitely wanting to reverse their tubal 

ligations, and 24% report probably wanting to reverse their tubal ligations. 

1.5.3 Contraceptive Choice Model: Overview and Intuition 

In this subsection, I develop a simple dynamic model of contraceptive choice with persistent 

shocks to the demand for children.  Motivated by the very low observed rates of tubal reversal, I 

consider two special cases of the model: a "no demand shocks" scenario in which reversal never 

occurs because the probability of a demand shock is zero, and a "demand shocks" scenario in 

which reversal never occurs because it is too costly.  In the no demand shocks scenario, all of the 

outcomes of interest (the desire for an additional child, the desire for reversal, and the happiness 

level) remain constant as time passes after tubal ligation.39  The agent never changes her mind 

about having another child, so she has no reason to reverse her tubal ligation, and there is no 

reason for her happiness to deviate from its typical life-cycle trajectory.  In the demand shocks 

scenario, the desire for an additional child and the desire for reversal grow with time after tubal 

ligation.  This growth occurs because the agent cannot actually reverse her tubal ligation or have 

additional births, so she has no way to counteract the ever-accumulating persistent shocks.  The 

                                                           
39 Throughout this section, the descriptions of dynamics after tubal ligation assume that age is held constant. 
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demand shocks scenario also predicts that happiness declines on average or increases in variance, 

depending on the interpretation of happiness in the model.40 

1.5.4 Contraceptive Choice Model: General Setup 

Consider an agent who uses costly contraception and faces costs and benefits of children that 

fluctuate unpredictably.  These costs and benefits are captured by the agent's "ideal" number of 

children "�∗, which evolves according to the following stochastic process: 

�#"�∗ = "� �∗ + 1$ = % 

�#"�∗ = "� �∗ $ = 1 − % 

 Here, p is the probability that the agent experiences a high demand shock.  The agent 

enters each period with a particular sterilization status (�� � = 1 if sterilized, �� � = 0 if not) 

and a particular number of children "� �.  The first thing that happens each period is the 

realization of the demand shock: in the "high" state, she wants an additional child ("�∗ = "� �∗ +
1), but in the "low" state, she does not ("�∗ = "� �∗ ).  The agent then makes a contraceptive 

choice subject to the three state variables �� �}, "� �, and "�∗.  A sterilized agent (�� � = 1) can 

choose to reverse the procedure (�� = 0) or do nothing (�� = 1).  A fecund agent (�� � = 0) can 

choose to get sterilized (�� = 1), use reversible contraception (�� = 1), or do neither (�� = �� =
0).  These choices determine fertility according to a law of motion for births: 

"� = "� � +min#1 − ��, 1 − ��$ 
Each period, the agent receives flow utility equal to 
                                                           
40 If happiness comes from flow utility, then happiness will decline due to the accumulated demand shocks.  If 
happiness comes from the expected present value of lifetime utility, then happiness becomes more dispersed as 
women who experience demand shocks become less happy and women who do not experience the shocks 
become happier. 
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��"�,"�∗! − ���� − ��1#�� > �� �$− ��1#�� < �� �$ 
where ��"�,"�∗! is the reward for coming as close as possible to the desired number of children, �� is the cost of using reversible contraception, �� is the cost of getting sterilized, and �� is the 

cost of reversal.41  The agent has a discount factor β and a finite horizon: natural fecundity ends 

in period T.  I also make the following assumptions: 

(1) One period of reversible contraceptive use is less costly than one period of suboptimal 

fertility: ��"�∗,"�∗! − ��"�∗ + 1,"�∗! > �� and ��"�∗,"�∗! − ��"�∗ − 1,"�∗! > �� 
(2) Agents are initially satisfied with their stock of children: "� = "�∗. 
(3) Agents are initially fecund: �� = 0. 

This model can generate low rates of tubal reversal in two ways: by making demand 

shocks extremely rare (low p) or by making the cost of reversal very high (high ��).  Below, I 

explore the implications of these two extreme special cases of the model.  In special case #1, 

demand shocks never occur: p=0.  In special case #2, reversal is impossible: �� →∞. 

1.5.5 Special Case #1: No Demand Shocks 

With p=0, "�∗ never changes: "�∗="�∗=...="�∗.  The agent knows with certainty that she will never 

want to have another birth, so she will want to use a contraceptive method in every remaining 

period.  Her optimal contraceptive choice is based on a simple discounted cost comparison 

between the two methods.  If she chooses sterilization, she incurs an immediate one-time cost of ��.  If she chooses reversible contraception, she incurs a cost of ∑ �� �����!� .  Consequently, she 

gets sterilized if and only if 

                                                           
41 I assume that u�N�, N�∗ is strictly decreasing in |�� − ��∗|.  For example, we could parameterize it as −���� −
��∗�. 
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�� < ��� ����

�!�
 

Suppose that tubal ligation is in fact optimal, so the agent ties her tubes in period t=1.  Now we 

can use the model to interpret the three survey questions.  The first two questions ask about the 

desire to reverse and the desire to have another child.  The desire to have another child 

corresponds to "�∗ >"�.  Although sterilization reversal is possible, the demand for children 

never changes, so the time profile of the desire to reverse (P{"�∗ >"�}) is also flat at zero.  Hence 

a sterilized woman will never express any interest in reversing the procedure or in having 

additional children; the responses to the first two questions are constant over time. 

The self-reported happiness question has two plausible interpretations in this model.  

Happiness could refer only to the flow of utility in the current period, or it could refer to the 

expected present value of lifetime utility.  We will consider both of these possibilities.  First, if 

happiness corresponds to the flow of utility in the current period, then a woman who tied her 

tubes in a past period experiences "happiness" equal to ��"�∗,"�∗!, which does not fluctuate over 

time.  Alternatively, if happiness corresponds to the expected present value of lifetime utility, 

then a sterilized woman's happiness is ∑ �� ���"�∗,"�∗!��!� , which clearly diminishes as t 

approaches T.  Therefore this model predicts a declining happiness profile with age.  However, 

note that the expression ∑ �� ���"�∗,"�∗!��!�  does not depend at all on the amount of time that 

has passed since the tubal ligation.  In other words, if we control for age, happiness as a function 

of years since tubal ligation is constant, regardless of which interpretation we choose. 
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1.5.6 Special Case #2: Demand Shocks 

Now we consider the case in which p=0 and ��→∞.  Now one of the state variables is random, 

so the dynamic programming problem is more complex.  To keep things relatively simple, we 

consider the agent's problem in period T-1: 

'� ���� �,"� �,"� �∗ !
= max��������

��"� �"� �∗ !− ���� � − ��1#�� � > �� �$
+ ��('���� �,"� �,"�∗!) 

subject to the constraints described in the general model.  First we consider the optimal 

sterilization condition for a fecund woman (�� � = 0) who has reached her current ideal number 

of children ("� �∗ = "� �).  She will get sterilized if and only if: 

�� + ��1 − %!min#�� ,��$ >�� + �%(��"� � + 1;"� � + 1! − ��"� �;"� � + 1!) 
 The benefit of sterilization is the present value of the foregone contraceptive costs (the 

left-hand side of the inequality).  The cost of sterilization includes a direct cost today and the risk 

of having at least one high demand shock in the future.  Beyond the two-period case, explicitly 

characterizing the condition for optimal sterilization becomes much more unwieldy, but the same 

general intuition applies. 

 Although we have shut down the reversal option, we can still ask, "when would the agent 

want to reverse her tubal ligation, if the cost were low enough?"  As in the previous scenario, this 

will coincide with wanting another child, "�∗ > "� .  Since reversal is not actually feasible, a 

sterilized woman cannot change "� , so "�∗ > "� is a terminal state with hazard rate p, with risk 

of failure beginning at the time of sterilization.  Consequently, the probability of a "no" answer 
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to this question is �1 − %!� and the probability of a “yes” answer is 1 − �1 − %!�, where t is the 

time since tubal ligation.  In other words, the probability of a "yes" answer to these questions 

increases over time. 

In the demand shocks scenario, the prediction for happiness crucially depends on the 

interpretation of happiness in the model.  First we consider happiness as the flow of utility in the 

current period.  This flow cannot increase beyond ��"�∗,"�∗!, but it can fall below that level.  In 

particular, whenever "�∗ increases, a sterilized woman's per-period utility falls in all subsequent 

periods.  Using this definition of happiness, the model predicts declining expected happiness, just 

as it predicts increasing "yes" answers to the first two questions. 

On the other hand, if happiness is the present value of lifetime utility, then the dynamics 

of expected happiness are less clear.  However, the dynamics of the dispersion of happiness are 

clearer.  Every period, the realization of a demand shock rules out half of the previously possible 

states of nature.  If the demand shock was high, the newly impossible states of nature were 

"good" ones, so happiness declines.  If the demand shock was low, then the newly impossible 

states of nature were bad ones, so happiness increases.  For this reason, happiness becomes more 

dispersed with time after a tubal ligation.  Controlling for age is absolutely critical to test this 

prediction, since the finite horizon still implies that happiness declines with age, as it does in the 

no demand shocks scenario. 

To recap, the model with reversal but no regret predicts that the answers to the three survey 

questions will be a constant function of time since tubal ligation (controlling for age).  The 

model with regret but no reversal predicts that the fraction of women reporting a desire to reverse 

or a desire to have additional children will increase with time since tubal ligation.  It also predicts 
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either declining average happiness or an increasing variance of happiness, depending on the 

interpretation of happiness in the model. 

1.5.7 Evidence 

According to the simple model described above, the existence of persistent fertility demand 

shocks implies particular post-sterilization dynamics for three outcomes: the desire for another 

child, the desire to reverse tubal ligation, and overall happiness.  Now we turn to the NSFG data 

to see if the patterns in the data are more consistent with the presence or absence of demand 

shocks.  To do this, I run probit regressions of the form 

�#*� = 1|+�$ = ,-��	�������	����� + � ."1���	� = /! + ���##

"!��
0 

where *� is individual i 's binary outcome, +� is the full vector of regressors, Φ is the cumulative 

distribution function of a standard normal random variable, �	�������	����� is the number of 

years that have passed since i 's tubal ligation, 1���	� = /! are age dummies, and �� is a vector 

of covariates that includes birth parity, race, education, and survey wave.  The model without 

persistent demand shocks predicts β=0 for every outcome, while the model with demand shocks 

predicts β>0 for "wants another baby," "definitely wants to reverse tubal ligation," "probably 

wants to reverse tubal ligation," and "not happy," with an ambiguous prediction for "very 

happy."4243 

                                                           
42 "Not happy" is a dummy variable equal to 1 for the bottom three happiness categories ("neither happy nor 
unhappy," "not very happy," and "very unhappy") and 0 for the top two happiness categories ("fairly happy" and 
"very happy").  Ordered probits using all five happiness categories yield similar but less precisely estimated results. 
43 If happiness becomes more dispersed as time passes after tubal ligation (implication of demand shocks if 
happiness is expected lifetime utility), then the probability of being "very happy" (the highest category) should 
increase.  If average happiness falls (implication of demand shocks if happiness is flow utility), then the probability 
of being "very happy" should decrease. 
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Table 5 presents estimates of the marginal effects of "years_since_tubal."  Panel A 

displays estimates for post-tubal women from all five NSFG waves.  The point estimate in the 

upper left cell, 0.0049, implies that every year that passes after tubal ligation increases the 

probability of wanting another baby by roughly one-half of one percent (holding age constant).  

Similarly, the estimates imply that the probability of desiring reversal and the probability of not 

being happy increase with every year that passes after the tubal ligation, while the probability of 

being very happy remains unchanged.  These results are consistent with the existence of 

persistent demand shocks under the "happiness is current utility flow" interpretation.  Panels B 

and C show that these results are at least as strong for low-SES women as for the full sample.  In 

some cases the point estimates are much larger for low-SES women, although the 95% 

confidence levels still overlap. 

A key advantage of this evidence relative to most existing evidence of post-tubal regret is 

its robustness to simple misreporting.  For example, if misreporting takes the form of a fixed 

fraction of respondents giving an incorrect answer to the survey questions, then the levels of the 

outcome variables do not have a meaningful interpretation, but the trends do.  However, more 

complex patterns of misreporting could confound the trends as well.  Furthermore, selection on 

unobservables could bias the results.  In reality, the unobserved relative costs of sterilization and 

reversible methods differ across women, as do the ex ante probabilities of experiencing demand 

shocks.  This section's empirical analysis does not address these issues, so the evidence presented 

is only suggestive.  Nevertheless, it meaningfully advances our understanding of post-

sterilization regret.44 

                                                           
44 This particular empirical exercise has not previously appeared in the literature.  However, some studies have 
focused on age at sterilization as a determinant of regret, which is closely related.  Unfortunately, separately 
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1.6 Conclusion 

This study provides an explanation for the well-documented but poorly understood 

socioeconomic sterilization gradient.  Medicaid abortion funding restrictions enacted in the late 

1970s dramatically increased out-of-pocket abortion costs for Medicaid participants, 

strengthening their incentives to prevent unplanned pregnancies.  I use a difference-in-difference 

approach in a duration framework to estimate the effects of these policy changes on tubal 

ligation rates.  The point estimates imply that the funding restrictions widened the education 

gradient in tubal ligation by more than 42% and the race gradient in tubal ligation by more than 

33%.  As a result, the overall rate of tubal ligation by age 35 increased by 4-7% in states that 

implemented these policies.  Robustness checks confirm that the effects of these policies are 

concentrated on relatively likely Medicaid recipients and that very short-lived policies have 

relatively weak effects. 

Economists have studied socioeconomic differences in fertility outcomes, but very little 

research has addressed socioeconomic differences in the methods used to achieve those 

outcomes.  This study highlights a notable difference, the socioeconomic sterilization gradient, 

and shows that a major explanation for this difference is a policy that makes substitutes more 

expensive for low-SES women.  This result stands in contrast to the literature on SES gradients 

in other health behaviors, which does not emphasize the role of prices (Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 

2010). 

                                                                                                                                                                                           
identifying the effects of current age, age at sterilization, and time since sterilization is not typically possible in 
additive regression models. 
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The results of this study also add to the rich economic literature on Medicaid abortion 

funding restrictions.  This literature has found that these policies reduce pregnancy rates (Levine, 

Trainor, and Zimmerman, 1996; Levine, 2004).  The present study provides a partial explanation 

for this drop in pregnancies: women respond to higher abortion costs by adopting a highly 

effective and highly permanent method of contraception, a potentially unintended consequence 

of these policies. 

Because surgical sterilization is uniquely difficult to reverse, it has much greater potential 

for ex-post regret than other contraceptive methods.  For this reason, standard preoperative 

screening and counseling procedures discourage tubal ligation among women who are uncertain 

about their future fertility plans.  For these women, persistent fertility demand shocks are the key 

source of ex-post regret, but existing evidence of these shocks is only suggestive.  To add to this 

body of evidence, I use a simple economic model to show that demand shocks have dynamic 

implications as well as static ones.  I show that NSFG survey responses are consistent with these 

dynamic implications, suggesting that women give up a meaningful option value when they get 

their tubes tied.  Although this result does not imply that tubal ligation decisions are suboptimal 

ex-ante, it is a necessary condition for poorly informed sterilization decisions (such as those 

suggested by Borrero et al., 2008) to negatively affect long-term welfare. 

Although this study advances our understanding of contraceptive choices, there is still 

much that we do not understand.  The policies studied here cannot single-handedly explain the 

entire SES gradient, let alone the popularity of tubal ligation more generally.  However, the 

results of this study do suggest that contraceptive choices respond to the disutility of pregnancy, 

even if those contraceptive choices eliminate the option value of fertility.  This finding stands in 

curious contrast to the fact that contraceptive methods that require any kind of user action---even 
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an action as simple as taking a pill or obtaining an injection---fail at much higher rates than what 

we would expect under conditions of "perfect use" (Hatcher et al., 2004).  In other words, some 

contraceptive actions respond very strongly to incentives, while others respond very weakly.  

The causes and consequences of these differences are largely unexplored and provide a very 

promising direction for future research. 
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1.7 Main Figures 

 

Source: 1982, 1988, 1995, 2002, and 2006-2010 National Surveys of Family Growth.  Estimates 

are weighted using final post-stratification sample weights.  Sample omits women who are sterile 

for noncontraceptive reasons (e.g. hysterectomy). 
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Figure 1: Method Use by Age, 1982-2010
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Source: 1982, 1988, 1995, 2002, and 2006-2010 National Surveys of Family Growth.  Estimates 

are weighted using final post-stratification sample weights.  Sample omits women who are sterile 

for noncontraceptive reasons (e.g. hysterectomy). 
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Figure 2: Method Use by Education and Age, 1982-2010
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Source: 1982, 1988, 1995, 2002, and 2006-2010 National Surveys of Family Growth.  Estimates 

are weighted using final post-stratification sample weights.  Sample omits women who are sterile 

for noncontraceptive reasons (e.g. hysterectomy). 
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Figure 3: Method Use by Race and Age, 1982-2010
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Graph plots regression coefficients from a generalized gamma accelerated failure time 

regression, interpretable as log failure times (with control in 1973 normalized to zero). Vertical 

line corresponds to earliest policy changes (1977).  Regression weighted using final post-

stratification survey weights. "No controls" specification includes survey wave dummies. 

Source: Retrospective tubal ligation information for women age 18-44 in years 1973-1984 from 

1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year information on 

policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996). 
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Figure 4a: Trends in Log Failure Times (No Controls)
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Graph plots regression coefficients from a generalized gamma accelerated failure time regression, 

interpretable as log failure times (with control in 1973 normalized to zero).  Vertical line corresponds to 

earliest policy changes (1977). Regressions are weighted using final post-stratification survey weights.   

"Full Set of Controls" specification includes race, education, and survey wave at the individual level, 

marital status at the individual-year level, and income per capita, physicians per capita, and female labor 

force participation at the state-year level. 

Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 

in years 1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-

year information on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic 

information from the Current Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American 

Medical Association. 
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Figure 4b: Trends in Log Failure Times (Full Controls)
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1.8 Main Tables 
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States 
Implementing 
Restrictions 

Prior to 1985

Year of 
First 

Restriction

States Not Implementing 
Restrictions Prior to 1985

Alabama 1977 Alaska 
Arkansas 1977 Arizona
Connecticut 1977 California
Delaware 1977 Colorado 
Florida 1977 District of Columbia
Georgia 1977 Hawaii
Idaho 1978 Maryland
Illinois 1977 Massachussetts
Indiana 1977 Michigan
Iowa 1977 Minnesota
Kansas 1977 New York
Kentucky 1977 Oregon
Louisiana 1977 Pennsylvania
Maine 1978 Washington
Mississippi 1977 West Virginia
Missouri 1977
Montana 1977
Nebraska 1977
Nevada 1977
New Hampshire 1977
New Jersey 1977
New Mexico 1977
North Carolina 1977
North Dakota 1977
Ohio 1977
Oklahoma 1978
Rhode Island 1977
South Carolina 1977
South Dakota 1977
Tennessee 1977
Texas 1977
Utah 1977
Vermont 1977
Virginia 1977
Wisconsin 1978
Wyoming 1977

Sources: Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996).

Table 1:  Summary of Abortion Funding Restrictions
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Variable Mean SD N Mean SD N
Panel A: Basic Individual-Level Variables

Age (years) 32.02 6.77 35,762 35.84 5.45 7,106
Number of live births 1.50 1.41 35,762 2.74 1.23 7,106
Has undergone tubal ligation 0.186 -- 35,762 1.000 -- 7,106
High school graduate (12-15 years of education) 0.580 -- 35,762 0.618 -- 7,106
College graduate (16+ years of education) 0.263 -- 35,762 0.114 -- 7,106
White 0.699 -- 35,762 0.644 -- 7,106
Black 0.130 -- 35,762 0.177 -- 7,106
Hispanic 0.122 -- 35,762 0.145 -- 7,106
Ever married 0.768 -- 35,762 0.924 -- 7,106
Currently married 0.576 -- 35,762 0.658 -- 7,106

Panel B: Variables Related to Regret
Wants another baby -- -- -- 0.282 -- 7,025
Definitely wants to reverse tubal ligation -- -- -- 0.107 -- 6,827
Probably wants to reverse tubal ligation -- -- -- 0.240-- 6,827
Very happy -- -- -- 0.409 -- 1,970
Fairly happy -- -- -- 0.439 -- 1,970
Neither happy nor unhappy -- -- -- 0.094 -- 1,970
Not very happy -- -- -- 0.043 -- 1,970
Very unhappy -- -- -- 0.016 -- 1,970
Years since tubal ligation -- -- -- 7.14 4.99 7,106

Full Sample Has Tied Tubes

Table 2: Summary Statistics
Public Use Data, Cross-Section at Time of Survey

Source: 1982, 1988, 1995, 2002, and 2006-2010 National Surveys of Family Growth.  Estimates are weighted using 
final post-stratification sample weights.  Happiness questions only appear in the 1995 wave.  Sample omits women who 
are sterile for noncontraceptive reasons (e.g. hysterectomy). "Has tied tubes" subsample omits women with unknown or 
logically inconsistent date of tubal ligation.
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(1) (2)
Funding Restriction -0.135** -0.142**

(0.057) (0.068)

0.028 0.022

9.0% 7.1%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,517

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-
44 in years 1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged 
with state-year information on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year 
demographic information from the Current Population Survey, and state-year physician information 
from the American Medical Association.

Table 3: Effect of Medicaid Abortion Funding Restrictions on Log Failure Time
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

Full Set of ControlsWave Dummies Only

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using 
final post-stratification survey weights.   "Wave Dummies Only" specification includes state of 
residence dummies, calendar year dummies, and survey wave dummies.  "Full Controls" 
specification also includes race and education at the individual level, marital status at the individual-
year level, and income per capita, physicians per capita, and female labor force participation at the 
state-year level.  ∆P(Tubal by Age 35) calculated using predicted failure rates for women in 
"treated" states.  Percentages use baseline P(Tubal by Age 35) from Appendix Figure 2.
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(1) (2)
High-SES 0.450*** 0.149***

(0.074) (0.043)

Funding Restriction -0.302** -0.218***
(0.136) (0.076)

Funding Restriction X High-SES 0.200* 0.104
(0.117) (0.068)

0.028 0.018

46.7% 46.2%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,517

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for 
women age 18-44 in years 1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of 
Family Growth merged with state-year information on policy changes from Merz, 
Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic information from the Current 
Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American Medical 
Association.

Table 4: Effect of Medicaid Abortion Funding Restrictions on SES Gradient
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

High-SES = 12+ Years 
of Education

High-SES = 
White

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are 
weighted using final post-stratification survey weights.   Controls include state of 
residence, race, education, and survey wave at the individual level, marital status at the 
individual-year level, income per capita, physicians per capita, and female labor force 
participation at the state-year level, and calendar year dummies.  P(Tubal by Age 35) 
calculated using predicted survivor functions for women in "treated" states.
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Probit Marginal Effects
Panel A: All Women
Years Since Tubal Ligation 0.0049** 0.0087*** 0.0124*** 0.0081*** 0.0006

(0.0020) (0.0013) (0.0018) (0.0021) (0.0031)
Observations 7,021 6,820 6,820 1,966 1,966

Panel B: Less Than 12 Years of Education
Years Since Tubal Ligation 0.0150*** 0.0121*** 0.0178*** 0.0097** 0.0062

(0.0036) (0.0025) (0.0035) (0041) (0.0057)
Observations 2,071 2,007 2,007 583 583

Panel C: Nonwhite
Years Since Tubal Ligation 0.0090*** 0.0108*** 0.0141*** 0.0077** -0.0069

(0.0027) (0.0017) (0.0027) (0.0033) (0.0044)
Observations 3,714 3,626 3,626 1,004 1,002

*Significant at the 10% level.  **Significant at the 5% level.  ***Significant at the 1% level.

Table 5: Suggestive Evidence of Persistent Fertility Demand Shocks
Dependent Variable

Wants another 
baby

Definitely wants to 
reverse tubal ligation

Probably wants to 
reverse tubal ligation Not happy

Very 
happy

Source: 1982, 1988, 1995, 2002, and 2006-2010 National Surveys of Family Growth.  Samples consist of all 
women age 21+ who report a tubal ligation at age 18+ and have nonmissing values for the relevant variables.  
Sample sizes also vary because some regressors perfectly predict failure and because the last two outcome 
variables appear only in the 1995 wave. 

Point estimates are probit marginal effects calculated at the mean of all regressors.  Specifications include dummy 
variables for age, birth parity, race, 12-15 years of schooling, 16+ years of schooling, and survey wave.  Estimates 
are weighted using final post-stratification survey weights.  "Not happy" includes the three lowest happiness 
categories.
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1.9 Appendix Figures 

 

Source: Retrospective tubal ligation information for women age 18-44 in years 1973-1984 from 

1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth. 
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Appendix Figure 1: Unconditional Hazard Rate
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Source: Retrospective tubal ligation information for women age 18-39 in years 1973-1976  from 

1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth.  Sample is further restricted to 

women living in “treated” states (states that implemented Medicaid abortion funding restrictions 

in 1977 or 1978). 
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1.10 Appendix Tables 

 

 

  

(1) (2)
P(Medicaid) -0.800*** N/A

(0.154)

Funding Restriction -0.112 -0.306***
(0.120) (0.098)

Funding Restriction X P(Medicaid) -0.567** N/A
(0.257)

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,517

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 
18-44 in years 1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth 
merged with state-year information on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson 
(1996), state-year demographic information from the Current Population Survey, and state-year 
physician information from the American Medical Association.

Appendix Table 1: Effects by Imputed P(Medicaid)
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

WeightedInteracted

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Column (1) displays 
coefficient estimates from a specification that interacts the funding restrictions with the imputed 
P(Medicaid), weighted using final post-stratification survey weights; Column (2) displays a 
coefficient estimate from a regression weighted using the imputed P(Medicaid).   All 
specifications include state of residence dummies, calendar year dummies, and survey dummies 
as well as income per capita, physicians per capita, and female labor force participation at the 
state-year level.
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Panel A: Wave Dummies Only

Funding Restriction -0.135** -0.142** -0.139** -0.091*
(0.057) (0.058) (0.060) (0.051)

0.028 0.030 0.030 0.018

9.0% 9.7% 9.7% 5.8%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,582 117,517 111,723

Panel B: Full Set of Controls
Funding Restriction -0.142** -0.141** -0.138* -0.077

(0.068) (0.069) (0.072) (0.055)

0.022 0.022 0.022 0.011

7.1% 7.1% 7.1% 3.5%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,582 117,517 111,723

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 in 
years 1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year 
information on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic information 
from the Current Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American Medical 
Association.

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using final post-
stratification survey weights.   "Wave Dummies Only" specifications include state of residence dummies, 
calendar year dummies, and survey wave dummies.  "Full Set of Controls" specifications also include race and 
education at the individual level, marital status at the individual-year level, and income per capita, physicians per 
capita, and female labor force participation at the state-year level.

Appendix Table 2: Sensitivity to Timing Assumptions (Main Effects)
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

Treatment timing assumptions vary across columns: (1) counts a year as treated if the policy change had 
occurred by December 31st; (2) counts a year as treated if the policy change had occurred by June 30th; (3) 
codes treatment fractionally, rounded to the nearest month; (4) codes a year as treated if the policy change 
occurred in the prior year and includes temporary policy fluctuations.

FractionMid-YearEnd of Year One-Year Lag
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
12+ Years of Education 0.450*** 0.461*** 0.452*** 0.470***

(0.074) (0.072) (0.073) (0.066)

Funding Restriction -0.302** -0.297** -0.310** -0.231**
(0.136) (0.119) (0.129) (0.096)

Funding Restriction X H.S. Graduate 0.200* 0.196* 0.216* 0.195
(0.117) (0.113) (0.119) (0.120)

0.028 0.028 0.030 0.025

46.7% 45.2% 49.2% 41.7%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,582 117,517 111,723

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 in years 
1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year information 
on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic information from the Current 
Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American Medical Association.

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using final post-
stratification survey weights.   Controls include state of residence, race, education, and survey wave at the 
individual level, marital status at the individual-year level, income per capita, physicians per capita, and female labor 
force participation at the state-year level, and calendar year dummies.  P(Tubal by Age 35) calculated using 
predicted survivor functions for women in "treated" states.

Appendix Table 3a: Sensitivity to Timing Assumptions (Education Gradient)
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

Treatment timing assumptions vary across columns: (1) counts a year as treated if the policy change had occurred 
by December 31st; (2) counts a year as treated if the policy change had occurred by June 30th; (3) codes 
treatment fractionally, rounded to the nearest month; (4) codes a year as treated if the policy change occurred in 
the prior year and includes temporary policy fluctuations.

FractionMid-YearEnd of Year One-Year Lag
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
White 0.149*** 0.147*** 0.143*** 0.186***

(0.053) (0.049) (0.050) (0.048)

Funding Restriction -0.218*** -0.232*** -0.233*** -0.146**
(0.076) (0.073) (0.074) (0.057)

Funding Restriction X White 0.104 0.122* 0.129* 0.088
(0.068) (0.071) (0.072) (0.074)

0.018 0.021 0.023 0.014

46.2% 52.5% 60.5% 33.3%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,582 117,517 111,723

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 in years 
1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year information 
on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic information from the Current 
Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American Medical Association.

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using final post-
stratification survey weights.   Controls include state of residence, race, education, and survey wave at the 
individual level, marital status at the individual-year level, income per capita, physicians per capita, and female labor 
force participation at the state-year level, and calendar year dummies.  P(Tubal by Age 35) calculated using 
predicted survivor functions for women in "treated" states.

Appendix Table 3b: Sensitivity to Timing Assumptions (Race Gradient)
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

Treatment timing assumptions vary across columns: (1) counts a year as treated if the policy change had occurred 
by December 31st; (2) counts a year as treated if the policy change had occurred by June 30th; (3) codes 
treatment fractionally, rounded to the nearest month; (4) codes a year as treated if the policy change occurred in 
the prior year and includes temporary policy fluctuations.

FractionMid-YearEnd of Year One-Year Lag
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(1) (2) (3)
High-SES N/A 0.445*** 0.163***

(0.071) (0.053)

Funding Restriction -0.108* -0.278** -0.181**
(0.064) (0.122) (0.071)

Funding Restriction X High-SES N/A 0.212** 0.096
(0.106) (0.063)

Individual*Year Observations 127,656 127,656 127,656

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 in years 
1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year information 
on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic information from the 
Current Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American Medical Association.

High-SES = 
White

Appendix Table 4: Effects on Tubal Ligation (Including States with Short-Lived Policies)
Generalized Gamma Accelerated Failure Time Regression

High-SES = 12+ Years 
of Education

Main Specification 
(Full Set of Controls)

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using final post-
stratification survey weights.   Controls include state of residence, race, education, and survey wave at the 
individual level, marital status at the individual-year level, income per capita, physicians per capita, and female 
labor force participation at the state-year level, and calendar year dummies.
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(1) (2)
Funding Restriction 0.127 0.114

(0.096) (0.100)

0.035 0.031

11.3% 10.0%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,517

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using final post-
stratification survey weights.   "Wave Dummies Only" specification includes state of residence dummies, calendar 
year dummies, and survey wave dummies.  "Full Controls" specification also includes race and education at the 
individual level, marital status at the individual-year level, and income per capita, physicians per capita, and female 
labor force participation at the state-year level.  ∆P(Tubal by Age 35) calculated using predicted failure rates for 
women in "treated" states.  Percentages use baseline P(Tubal by Age 35) from Appendix Figure 2.

Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 in years 
1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year information 
on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic information from the 
Current Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American Medical Association.

Appendix Table 5: Effect of Medicaid Abortion Funding Restrictions on Log Hazard Rate
Cox Proportional Hazards Regression

Full Set of ControlsWave Dummies Only
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(1) (2)
High-SES -0.580*** -0.512***

(0.131) (0.121)

Funding Restriction 0.191 0.173
(0.137) (0.143)

Funding Restriction X High-SES -0.075 -0.078
(0.144) (0.134)

0.033 0.047

20.9% 80.0%

Individual*Year Observations 117,517 117,517

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Source: Retrospective tubal ligation, marriage, and marital dissolution information for women age 18-44 in 
years 1973-1984 from 1982, 1988, and 1995 National Surveys of Family Growth merged with state-year 
information on policy changes from Merz, Klerman, and Jackson (1996), state-year demographic 
information from the Current Population Survey, and state-year physician information from the American 
Medical Association.

Appendix Table 6: Effect of Medicaid Abortion Funding Restrictions on SES Gradient
Cox Proportional Hazards Regression

High-SES = 12+ Years 
of Education

High-SES = 
White

Standard errors clustered at the state level appear in parentheses.  Regressions are weighted using final post-
stratification survey weights.   Controls include state of residence, race, education, and survey wave at the 
individual level, marital status at the individual-year level, income per capita, physicians per capita, and female 
labor force participation at the state-year level, and calendar year dummies.  P(Tubal by Age 35) calculated 
using predicted survivor functions for women in "treated" states.
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Chapter 2: Intrahousehold Bargaining Power and Fertility 

2.1 Introduction 

Global fertility has declined dramatically in the last four decades, from a total fertility rate (TFR) 

of 4.7 in 1970-75 to a TFR of 2.6 in 2005-10 (U.N., 2009).  This sharp drop in childbearing 

mirrors a similar transition experienced by the U.S. and other wealthy countries in the late 1800s 

(Jones and Tertilt, 2007).  Social scientists have thoroughly documented these fertility 

transitions, but we still do not understand them well. 

Recent developments in the economic theory of household decision-making can help us 

better understand fertility.  When Becker rekindled economists' interest in demographic issues in 

the 1960s, he modeled fertility using the standard assumption that households maximize a single 

coherent set of preferences subject to constraints.  In contrast to these unitary household models, 

non-unitary models allow a household's fertility to change even when the costs and benefits of 

children remain constant.  For example, in cooperative bargaining models like the "collective 

model" developed by Chiappori et al, all that is needed is for bargaining power to shift from one 

partner to the other.  When this happens, the household's choices more closely reflect the newly 

powerful partner's preferences.  For example, if wives' bargaining power improves and their 
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demand for children is lower than their husbands', then fertility will decline.  Household survey 

data suggest that, on average, women do have lower demand for children than men (Bankole and 

Singh, 1998; INFO Project, 2004), so one would expect female bargaining power to reduce 

fertility.  The goal of this study is to estimate this effect. 

Although we do not yet know how a wife's bargaining power affects her fertility, we do 

know quite a bit about certain observable determinants of fertility, some of which act in part 

through the channel of bargaining power.  Consequently, understanding the effects of bargaining 

power is not only interesting in its own right but also can shed light on the underlying 

mechanisms driving other relationships.  For example, Breierova and Duflo (2004) and Osili and 

Long (2008) find that giving women more education reduces their fertility.  Increased bargaining 

power could explain much of this effect. 

Recent history provides many examples of improvements in women's rights, but in most 

of these cases it is difficult or impossible to separate the effect of female bargaining power from 

other contemporaneous changes in the determinants of household decisions.  Potential sources of 

omitted variables bias and reverse causality abound.  Comovements in fertility and wives' 

bargaining power might be driven by variation in the opportunity cost of women's time (Iyigun 

and Walsh, 2006) or by skill-biased technological change (Doepke and Tertilt, 2009), among 

other possibilities.  To circumvent such problems, this study exploits a natural experiment: the 

2001 Amendment to the Indian Divorce Act (IDA).  This law substantially reformed divorce for 

Christians but not for India's other religious groups.  Unlike many divorce reforms, it did not 

simply make it easier for couples to get divorced; many of its provisions explicitly improved the 

relative position of women.  My identification strategy uses the triple interaction of religion, age, 

and time as an instrumental variable for wives' bargaining power.  The time and religion 
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dimensions are driven by exposure to the policy change, while the age dimension exploits 

differences in divorce threat credibility: younger divorcees can move in with productive parents 

while older divorcees must support elderly parents or fend for themselves.  Hence younger 

women stood to gain more from the divorce reform than older women. 

Identification problems are common in empirical studies, but estimating the effect of 

female bargaining power presents an additional challenge: measuring bargaining power itself.  If 

we strictly define a wife's bargaining power as the weight on her utility function in a Pareto 

problem, then it is impossible to observe or measure directly, so economic studies often try to 

infer it indirectly from observed changes in household allocations.  However, recent household 

surveys have included questions about respondents' autonomy and involvement in household 

decisions that provide meaningful direct evidence of bargaining power.  Many economic studies 

have used these questions to construct proxies for bargaining power (Field, 2005; Friedberg and 

Webb, 2006; de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff 2009; Orfei, 2010; Majlesi, 2011).  I measure 

bargaining power in India's National Family Health Survey (NFHS) by using factor analysis to 

pool information from a large number of questions, similar to the approach taken by de Mel, 

McKenzie and Woodruff (2009).  This approach overcomes some of the key limitations of the 

other studies.  Unlike de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2009), the variables that enter my 

factor analysis take into account the presence of decision-makers besides the respondent and her 

husband.  The resulting proxy for bargaining power is arguably better measured than those used 

in previous studies, so this study's descriptive results are of interest in their own right, apart from 

any causal interpretation. 

The descriptive results show that wives' bargaining power is positively associated with 

contraceptive use and negatively associated with fertility.  The IV results indicate that the causal 
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effects of wives' bargaining power have the same signs as the observed associations but are much 

larger in magnitude, so a modest shift in bargaining power has very large effects on fertility.  A 

0.1σ increase in wives' bargaining power generates a 1.3-2 percentage point drop in the 

probability of a birth in the last year.  These point estimates imply that plausible changes in 

women's bargaining power can generate large changes in fertility: an increase of one-fifth of a 

standard deviation in bargaining power reduces fertility by 26-40 percent, which is comparable 

to the effect of lifting very strict restrictions on the supply of birth control (Pop-Eleches, 2010).  

However, the results for current contraceptive use and births in the last three years are not 

statistically distinguishable from zero. 

The most similar study to this one is Field (2005), which examines the impact of a 

program that granted official land titles to squatters in Peru.  Field (2005) finds that the program 

reduced annual birthrates by roughly 20%, which is slightly larger than the effect of the 

intervention I study.  Although Field (2005) convincingly argues that female bargaining power is 

the main channel through which the program affected fertility, most of the women who gained 

bargaining power were not the same ones whose births were averted, complicating the 

interpretation of her results.  In contrast, I study the effect of a woman's bargaining power on her 

own fertility.  I also use a source of variation that (arguably) more cleanly isolates the effect of 

women's bargaining power. 

In the next section, I lay out a theoretical framework for thinking about bargaining power 

and fertility.  The third section describes the context and institutional background of the study, 

while the fourth section describes the data and the fifth section describes the empirical strategy 

used to identify the effects of interest.  The sixth section describes the IV results, the seventh 

section discusses alternative first stage specifications, and the eighth section concludes. 
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2.2 Theoretical Framework 

This paper's definition of bargaining power is loosely based on Mazzocco's (2007) no-

commitment intertemporal collective model.45  In this model, households make decisions by 

maximizing a weighted sum of their members' utilities subject to household budget constraints 

and individual participation constraints.  The individual participation constraints reflect each 

individual's threat point in bargaining: instead of participating in the household, the individual 

can pursue an "outside option."46  When an individual's outside option becomes sufficiently 

appealing, that person's participation constraint binds, and the household convinces her to stay by 

increasing the weight on her utility in the Pareto problem.  That Pareto weight is what Mazzocco 

(2007) calls the individual's "decision power," and this decision power is the theoretical object at 

the heart of my study.  Unfortunately, this object is not empirically observable.  Mazzocco 

(2007) circumvents this problem using distribution factors, observable variables that determine 

an individual's outside option without affecting the Pareto problem through any other channels.  

He uses the husband's and wife's incomes (conditional on their joint income) as distribution 

factors.  These distribution factors are not suitable for my study because each spouse's wage (a 

key determinant of income) determines the opportunity cost of her time, which can influence 

fertility decisions even in a unitary framework. 

 In this study, directly observable distribution factors are not available, so I take a 

different approach.  I assume that ��,� (spouse i 's expected utility from her outside option in 

                                                           
45 This model is well-suited to the context I study for a couple of reasons.  First, as a collective model, it makes 
minimal assumptions about the underlying bargaining process.  Second, as a no-commitment model, it allows 
bargaining power to change at any point in the marriage.  The latter feature is crucial since it allows me to focus on 
existing couples, thereby avoiding the problem of separately identifying the effect of bargaining power from the 
effect of changes in marriage matching. 
46 Choosing the outside option could entail divorce, but not necessarily.  For example, Lundberg and Pollak (1993) 
present non-cooperation within marriage as an example of an "internal" threat point in bargaining. 
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period t) depends on a vector of observed quasi-distribution factors Z and a vector of unobserved 

distribution factors κ.  The quasi-distribution factors Z affect not only bargaining power but also 

child costs, so identifying the effects of bargaining power requires variation that is orthogonal to 

Z (namely, variation in κ).  I also assume that we can observe a monotonically increasing 

function B such that the unobserved Pareto weight µ is a composite function 1 23 4��,��5, κ!67.  
Thus B is an empirical proxy for the unobserved bargaining power µ. 

 B allows us to observe the association between bargaining power and household 

allocations (e.g. contraceptive use and fertility), but it does not overcome the central 

identification problem stemming from the absence of observed distribution factors.  In this 

framework, estimating the causal effects of bargaining power requires variation in κ.  The next 

section describes a natural experiment that generates variation in κ, which in turn allows me to 

construct an instrumental variable for B. 

2.3 Context and Institutional Background 

2.3.1 The 2001 Amendment to the Indian Divorce Act 

Different households can have different threat points in bargaining.47  Divorce rates in India are 

very low, so most households probably bargain based on internal threat points.  However, 

divorce rates vary substantially across religious groups.  Figure 1 shows that Christian women 

are much more likely to be divorced than women of other religions.  This fact suggests that 

                                                           
47 Rasul (2008) highlights this phenomenon by observing and exploiting threat point differences between ethnic 
groups in Malaysia. 
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divorce is a plausible threat point for many Christian couples despite the rarity of divorce in the 

Indian population more generally.4849 

 Religion's relevance to this study is not limited to variation in divorce rates.  India's laws 

governing marriage, divorce, and other family matters are religion-specific: separate sets of laws 

apply to Hindus, Muslims, Christians, and Parsis (Parashar, 2008; Agrawal, 2010; Solanki, 

2011).50  Although many of these laws have clear religious origins, the reforms of the last 

century have been state-enacted (Ibid). 

 The key law governing divorce for Christian couples is the Indian Divorce Act (IDA) of 

1869, which remained unaltered from 1869 to 2001 (Parashar, 2008; Agrawal, 2010).  It set a 

very high and gender-asymmetric threshold for a successful divorce petition.  To obtain a 

divorce, a husband had to prove that his wife had committed adultery.  However, adultery alone 

was not sufficient grounds for a wife to obtain a divorce.  She also had to prove cruelty, 

desertion, incest, or bestiality (Diwan, 1983; Agnes, 2005; Agrawal, 2010). 

 Prior to 2001, a few state-level high courts ruled that the IDA's gender-disparate 

requirements were unconstitutional.  Following these rulings, women in those states could now 

file for divorce on the grounds of adultery alone (Agnes, 1999; Nussbaum, 2001).  Although 

these rulings technically equalized access to divorce by gender, the change was very small since 

                                                           
48 The low overall divorce rate is primarily driven by Hindus, who make up the majority of the population and 
whose divorce rate is dramatically lower than those of Christians, Muslims, and Buddhists. 
49 There is qualitative evidence of further heterogeneity in threat points within the Christian community, 
specifically that divorce is a more viable option for Protestants than for Catholics (Agnes, 1999; Agrawal, 2010), but 
the data for this study do not permit such detailed religious classifications. 
50 Hindu personal laws also apply to many religious minorities, including Sikhs, Jains, and Buddhists (Diwan, 1983; 
Solanki, 2011). 
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grounds for divorce remained limited and difficult to prove (Diwan, 1983; Agnes, 1999).  I have 

found little evidence that this relatively small change affected women's bargaining power.51 

 In 2001, India's Parliament passed a major amendment to the Indian Divorce Act (Indian 

Divorce (Amendment) Bill, 2001; Parashar, 2008; Agrawal, 2010).  By that time, activists had 

been pushing for reform for several decades (Agnes, 1999; Nussbaum, 2001; Redding, 2008).52  

Their slow and unsteady progress made the law's timing very difficult to anticipate; just two 

years prior to its passage, many observers were still pessimistic about the prospects for reform.53  

The final key ingredient was support from high-ranking officials, which arrived in 2000 when 

Arun Jaitley, a Hindu nationalist, became law minister.  With his support, Parliament passed the 

Amendment in 2001 (Subramanian, 2008). 

 The Amendment provided both sexes with a long list of possible grounds for divorce, 

although none of the grounds were vague enough to constitute de facto no-fault unilateral 

divorce.54  It also provided women with additional grounds based on their husbands' sexual 

misconduct.55  Furthermore, it enabled no-fault divorce by mutual consent and reduced a 

requirement for high courts to confirm the decrees of district courts (Agnes, 2001; Indian 

                                                           
51 Analysis of the NFHS data suggests that the 2001 Amendment might have had a larger effect in states without a 
prior high court ruling, but the difference is neither large nor statistically significant.  This finding is unsurprising 
since the 2001 Amendment was a much more dramatic reform than the court rulings. 
52 There was a favorable climate for family law reform during the late phases of India's struggle for independence, 
with reforms to Muslim and Parsi laws in the 1930s and to Hindu laws in the 1950s.  However, independence 
coincided with a power shift in the Christian community from Protestants to Catholics, who were less favorably 
disposed toward divorce liberalization (Agnes, 1999). 
53 In 1999, women's rights lawyer Flavia Agnes lamented, "the initiatives by the Christian community have met 
with hostility and procrastination." (Agnes, 1999)  She also observed a disconnect between the timing of popular 
consensus and legislative action, noting, "The thwarted efforts of Christian reforms... reveal that in this political 
game, there is more to reform than a mere initiative from within the community as is publicly propagated" (Ibid). 
54 These grounds included adultery, conversion to a non-Christian religion, insanity, leprosy, venereal disease, 
disappearance, refusal to consummate the marriage, failure to comply with a decree for restitution of conjugal 
rights, desertion, and cruelty (Indian Divorce (Amendment) Bill, 2001; Agrawal, 2010). 
55 These grounds included rape, sodomy, and bestiality (Indian Divorce (Amendment) Bill, 2001; Agrawal, 2010). 
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Divorce (Amendment) Bill, 2001; Agrawal, 2010).  Finally, the amendment repealed a provision 

of the IDA that capped alimonies at 20% of the husband's income (Agnes, 2001; Indian Divorce 

(Amendment) Bill, 2001).  Thus the reform not only liberalized divorce for Christians generally 

but made it more accessible and favorable for Christian women in particular. 

2.3.2 Did This Policy Monotonically Increase Wives’ Bargaining Power? 

According to the theoretical framework from Section 2, exogenous variation in bargaining power 

consists of movement in the unobserved distribution factors κ that is orthogonal to the observed 

quasi-distribution factors Z.  This exclusion restriction will receive more attention in later 

sections.  At the moment we focus on another assumption of instrumental variables estimation: 

monotonicity.  For this reform to provide us with a valid instrumental variable for bargaining 

power, it must satisfy a monotonicity or "no defiers" assumption (Imbens and Angrist, 1994).  In 

this framework, that means that the law cannot have reduced κ for any woman.  To assess the 

plausibility of this assumption, consider an example in which κ has the structure 

8 = 9₁9₂ + (1 − 9₁)9₃ 
where ρ₁ indicates that the couple's threat point is based on divorce, ρ₂ is the wife's utility 

conditional on divorce, and ρ₃ is the wife's utility conditional on non-cooperation within 

marriage (internal threat point).  We can interpret the 2001 Amendment as weakly increasing 

both ρ₁ (by reducing divorce costs) and ρ₂ (by making women better off after divorce) while 

having no effect on ρ₃.  For women who already had ρ₁=1, the reform clearly increased κ.  The 

effects are less clear for women whose ρ₁ increased from 0 to 1 due to the reform.  For the 

monotonicity assumption to hold in this case, we must assume that 

:8 ≥ 0 
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8� − 8� ≥ 0 

9��9�� + �1 − 9��!9�� − 9��9�� − �1 − 9��!9�� ≥ 0 

9�� ≥ 9�� 
which means that each woman who switched from an internal threat point to a divorce threat 

point is now better off under divorce than she previously would have been under non-

cooperation in marriage.  This is a weak assumption for divorces initiated by wives since we can 

safely assume that she would not choose to make herself worse off.  However, the 2001 

Amendment also provided husbands with additional grounds for divorce.  The provisions in the 

law that increased ρ₂ (e.g. lifting the alimony cap) help make this assumption plausible, but it is 

still far from trivial. 

2.4 Data 

2.4.1 National Family Health Survey, Waves 2 and 3 

The dataset for this study is the Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) conducted in India, also 

known as the National Family Health Survey (NFHS).  I use the second and third waves of the 

NFHS, which were conducted in 1998-99 and in 2005-06 respectively.56  Both waves were 

designed to provide estimates of key demographic, health, and socioeconomic parameters for 

ever-married women age 15-49 at the national and state levels.  The NFHS-3 also included 

                                                           
56 The first wave was conducted in 1992-93.  In principle this wave could be useful for studying pre-trends, but 
unfortunately it does not include the survey questions that I use to measure bargaining power. 
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never-married women age 15-49 and men age 15-54.  Each survey collected information using 

multiple questionnaires; this study focuses on information from the woman's questionnaire.57 

 The NFHS is ideal for this study for several reasons.  First, the 2001 law went into effect 

between the two waves, giving us data before and after it was in place.  Second, both of these 

waves contain extensive questions about female respondents' role in making household 

decisions, which allows me to construct a good proxy for bargaining power (described in more 

detail in Subsection 4.2).  Another strength of the dataset is that it oversamples Christians, which 

improves statistical power given my empirical strategy (described in more detail in Section 5).58 

 The empirical work in this study uses two subsamples of the NFHS data.  The first, which 

I call the "full sample," imposes two restrictions.  The first is that I drop all women with missing 

data for the variables I use.  The second is that I drop women who have never been married, 

women whose first marriage began less than five years ago, and women whose first marriage 

began more than 30 years ago.  I limit the empirical analysis to women whose first marriage 

began at least five years ago to ensure that every woman was married prior to the passage of the 

2001 law, thus ruling out a marriage matching effect.  The upper bound of 30 years since first 

marriage has a different motivation: avoiding selection bias due to husbands' mortality.59 

                                                           
57 I use the terms "woman" and "respondent" interchangeably to refer to the respondents to the woman's 
questionnaire, and also "wife" to refer to the married respondents. 
58 The NFHS oversamples from small states to improve the reliability of state-level estimates.  This geographic 
oversampling, combined with the disproportionate concentration of Christians in relatively small states (Appendix 
Table 2), is the most likely reason for the oversampling of Christians. 
59 The longer it has been since a woman's first marriage began, the less likely she is to be married---in particular, 
the more likely she is to be widowed.  If I included women whose first marriages began a very long time ago, I 
would introduce potentially substantial selection bias of unknown sign due to husbands' mortality.  For example, 
older husbands could have more bargaining power and die sooner, while less healthy husbands could have less 
bargaining power and also die sooner.  This selection problem is much worse than selection due to own mortality 
because the median husband is roughly six years older than the median wife (Table 1).  To avoid this bias, I drop 
women whose first marriages began more than 30 years ago. 
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 The second subsample of interest is the "married sample," which consists of all women in 

the full sample who are currently married and have nonmissing data for husband's age and 

husband's education.60  Summary statistics for these two samples appear in Table 1.  The 

oversampling of Christians is readily apparent: the full sample is 6.6% Christian, but India's 

population was only 2.3% Christian during this time period (2001 Census of India).61  The age 

variables are somewhat unconventional: I have coded the respondent's age and husband's age as 

five-year categorical dummies centered at multiples of five.  Age heaping is apparent in the data; 

coding the ages this way isolates the age information that is least sensitive to heaping.  

Comparing wives' to husbands' ages, we can see that husbands tend to be substantially older: the 

median wife is roughly 33 years old, while the median husband is roughly 39.  Less than half of 

the women and less than two-thirds of their husbands have completed primary school.62  Most of 

the women have not given birth recently, although only 58% are currently using any form of 

birth control.63 

2.4.2 Bargaining Power Index 

The goal of this study is to understand the effects of bargaining power, a variable that is 

extremely difficult to measure.  In practice, empirical studies of bargaining power either infer it 

from household allocations or construct a proxy for it.  This study falls into the latter category: I 

                                                           
60 672 married women in the full sample have missing data for husband's age or husband's education and 
consequently do not appear in the married sample. 
61 The NFHS contains sample weights that allow researchers to obtain nationally representative estimates.  I do not 
use these weights.  The main reason is that this study is primarily econometric, not descriptive (Deaton, 1997; 
Cameron and Trivedi, 2005).  A second reason is the aforementioned improvement in statistical power due to the 
oversampling of Christians. 
62 Iyigun and Walsh (2006) argue that education is a major determinant of bargaining power, which motivates the 
inclusion of education variables.  However, educational attainment is endogenous in Iyigun and Walsh (2006) and 
similar models.  I do not include completion of secondary or postsecondary school since these milestones occur at 
or shortly before typical marriage ages and thus are subject to the most serious endogeneity problems. 
63 Throughout this paper, the terms "birth control" and "contraception" include all deliberate methods of avoiding 
pregnancy, including traditional methods like the rhythm method or withdrawal. 
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construct a proxy for bargaining power using survey questions about the respondent's autonomy 

and involvement in household decision-making.64  Field (2005), Friedberg and Webb (2006), de 

Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2009), Orfei (2010), and Majlesi (2011) use such survey 

questions for similar purposes.  Most of these studies use bargaining power proxies that suffer 

from three serious limitations.  Some rely on a small number of questions, thus measuring 

bargaining power quite noisily.  Some assume that each question reflects bargaining power 

equally.  None code their variables to reflect the involvement of other household members 

besides the husband and wife.  To my knowledge, de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2009) is 

the only study that does not suffer from either of the first two limitations.  My method for 

proxying for bargaining power is very similar to theirs.65 

 I create the bargaining power index as follows.  I begin with all of the questions from 

NFHS-2 and NFHS-3 that pertain to the wife's autonomy or decision-making power in the 

household.66  Appendix Table 1(a) lists the questions I use.  Broadly speaking, they fit into two 

categories: autonomy and decision-making.  Autonomy questions ask about what the respondent 

is allowed to do, e.g. "Are you usually allowed to go to the market alone, only with someone 

else, or not at all?"  Decision-making questions ask who makes certain types of decisions, e.g. 

"Who makes decisions about visits to your family or relatives?"  Although the general types of 

questions are similar between the two waves, their precise content, wording, and available 

responses differ.  Nevertheless, I include as many questions as possible to avoid the domain 

                                                           
64 The full list of questions is in Appendix Table 1(a); the list of variables constructed from them is in Appendix 
Table 1(b). 
65 de Mel, McKenzie, and Woodruff (2009) explore heterogeneity in the effects of a capital grant to 
microenterprise owners, and wives' bargaining power is one of the dimensions of heterogeneity.  They do not try 
to estimate the effect of bargaining power per se. 
66 I do not include questions that suffer from serious selection problems.  For example, I omit a question about 
who decides how to spend the wife's earnings because many wives do not work for pay. 
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narrowness problem described above.  The resulting lack of direct comparability between the 

two waves means that we should not put too much stock in pure time-series variation in the 

bargaining power index.  However, since my identification strategy relies both on time-series 

and on cross-sectional variation, it will be valid as long as the variation in the sets of questions 

do not differentially affect the cross-sectional groups. 

 Next, I create dummy variables that capture the key information from the answers to 

these questions.  For each decision-making question, I code two dummies: one indicating that the 

respondent participates in the decision, and another indicating that the respondent's husband does 

not monopolize the decision.  It is common for other household members to participate in these 

decisions, so these two variables can take on different values and have different implications for 

the balance of power between husband and wife.67  For each autonomy question, I code at least 

one dummy indicating whether the respondent is allowed to engage in the designated activity 

(e.g. going to the market).  Many of the autonomy questions provide additional information, like 

whether the respondent needs permission to engage in the activity; when this information is 

available, I code it in an additional dummy.  The full list of variables used and their means 

appear in Appendix Table 1(b). 

 With these variables in hand, I run three factor analyses: one for the first wave, one for 

the first version of the second wave variables, and one for the second version of the second wave 

variables.  The factor loadings for the first principal factor from each of these factor analyses 

appear in Appendix Table 1(c).  My empirical work proceeds under the assumption that the first 

                                                           
67 In NFHS-3, one possible response ("someone else") does not clearly include or exclude the respondent, so I code 
it both ways as "Version 1" and "Version 2" of these variables.  The paper's main results use Version 2.  The results 
do not change appreciably when I use Version 1 instead.  One of the possible answers unambiguously indicates 
that the husband monopolizes the decision, so it is safe to assume that "someone else" does not mean the 
husband alone.  Thus I do not code two versions of the "husband does not monopolize" dummies. 
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principal factor is the best available proxy for bargaining power given the information available.  

All of the factor loadings for this factor are positive, which confirms my ex ante belief that every 

dummy variable listed in Appendix Table 1(b) is positively associated with bargaining power.  

The magnitudes of the factor loadings tell us which variables are more highly correlated with 

bargaining power than others.  For example, the wife's involvement in decisions about major 

purchases is more strongly correlated with bargaining power than her involvement in cooking 

decisions, which is intuitively reasonable.  Using the first principal factor as my measure of 

bargaining power places more weight on variables that better reflect bargaining power and less 

weight on variables that are weaker indicators of bargaining power.  The units of the resulting 

bargaining power indices are difficult to interpret, so I re-scale them in units of standard 

deviations.68  The resulting variable is a reasonable proxy for the B discussed in the Theory 

section.  Like all proxies, it suffers from measurement error, so OLS estimates of its effects will 

suffer from attenuation bias.  Nevertheless, it probably suffers from less measurement error than 

other proxies used in the literature, so a basic description of its relationships with other variables 

is valuable. 

2.4.3 Descriptive Regressions 

Before I use an instrumental variable to try to identify the effects of wives' bargaining power, I 

use OLS and probit regressions to describe its associations with the outcomes of interest.  My 

baseline specification is 

�(��|3�$,��) = ;�< + �3�$ + ���! 
                                                           
68 I estimate these standard deviations using the study's "control group", which includes all NFHS-2 respondents 
and all non-Christian NFHS-3 respondents. 
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where �� is an outcome of interest for household i, 3�$ is the wife's bargaining power index for 

household i, and �� is a vector of observed variables that determine y.  For the OLS 

specifications, F is the identity function; for the probit specifications, it is the standard normal 

CDF.  In this study, the primary outcomes of interest are whether the respondent has given birth 

in the last year, whether she has given birth in the last three years, and whether she is currently 

using birth control. 

 I estimate two types of specifications.  The first has no covariates, so its coefficient 

estimates should be viewed as very simple stylized facts.  Panel I of Table 2 displays the results.  

Bargaining power is negatively associated with recent births and positively associated with using 

birth control.  All of these associations are statistically different from zero at the 1% level. 

 The second OLS specification controls for a comprehensive set of plausibly exogenous 

covariates: survey year, rural residence, religion, wife's age and education, husband's age and 

education, state of residence, and state of residence-survey year interactions (state-specific 

trends).  We should still regard these results as descriptive, although these controls eliminate 

some omitted variables bias.  Panel II of Table 2 displays the results.  The estimates appear to be 

very sensitive to controls.  Controlling for the covariates dramatically attenuates the associations 

between bargaining power and the outcomes of interest.  If we interpreted these results causally, 

we would conclude that empowering women within the household has a very small effect on 

reproductive outcomes and behaviors.  Of course, these estimates are still fraught with omitted 

variables bias and reverse causality, so such an interpretation is unwarranted.  To deal with the 

remaining identification problems, I use the aforementioned 2001 Amendment to the Indian 

Divorce Act to construct an instrumental variable for bargaining power. 
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2.5 Instrumental Variables Strategy 

The 2001 Amendment to the Indian Divorce Act applied to Christians but not to other religious 

groups.  It was in effect as of NFHS-3 in 2005-06 but not as of NFHS-2 in 1998-99.  These facts 

suggest a very simple instrumental variables strategy using the interaction =ℎ������� × %��� as 

an instrument for 3�$.  For such an empirical strategy to be valid, we would need to assume 

"parallel trends" in the counterfactual, meaning that the 2001 Amendment would be the only 

source of trend differences in bargaining power between Christians and non-Christians.  One 

could reasonably expect different religious groups to experience difference socioeconomic and 

demographic trends, so it is fair to view the parallel trends assumption skeptically.  The data do 

not allow for estimation of pre-trends, but India's religious diversity allows for analogous tests 

along the cross-sectional dimension.  To conduct these tests, I drop all Christians from the 

sample, then estimate placebo "first stages" of the form 

3�$ = 1% + >�%�	�������% × ���� + >�%�	�������% + >�%%��� + �%�� + ?�% 
where j = 1, …, 4 for  the four other major religious groups: Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, and 

Buddhists.  Appendix Table 2 displays the results.  Without any controls, three of these four 

groups have significantly different trends from other non-Christians.  Even after we include a full 

set of controls, Hindus still have a significantly different trend at the 10% level.  Despite 

statistical insignificance, the point estimate for Buddhists is also somewhat troubling: it is large 

enough to make us worry that it would be significant if Buddhists were more numerous.  These 

results cast serious doubt on the parallel trends assumption, so we need a more credible 

instrument. 
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To construct such an instrument, I use a third difference: variation in treatment intensity 

among Christians.69  Although the 2001 Amendment did not explicitly treat different Christian 

women differently, variation in treatment intensity could come from differences in the credibility 

of the divorce threat.  As discussed in the background section, divorce is a credible threat for 

some but not all Christian women, and women whose divorce threats are still not credible even 

after the reform will not experience any change in bargaining power.  Most of the women in the 

sample do not work, so their post-divorce fortunes (and accordingly, the credibility of their 

divorce threats) crucially depend on their opportunities to move in with productive family 

members.  Appendix Table 3 contrasts the living arrangements of divorced women below age 33 

with those of older divorced women.70  65% of the younger women live in households headed by 

their parents, while only 40% of the older women do. This is unsurprising: older women tend to 

have older parents, and after a certain age parents are less likely to be both alive and productive.  

Unfortunately the NFHS does not contain much information on respondents' parents, but 

Appendix Table 3 suggests that the respondent's own age is itself negatively associated with the 

credibility of her divorce threat.  We can use this information to construct the following triple-

difference instrumental variables specification: 

�� = < + �3�$ + @�A� 	�33� × =ℎ������� + @�A� 	�33� × ���� + @�=ℎ������� × ����
+ @#A� 	�33� + @�=ℎ������� + @&���� + ��� + B� 

                                                           
69 There are many conceivable sources of variation in treatment intensity.  Section 7 discusses alternative 
specifications that exploit urban-rural differences or differences by educational attainment. 
70 The age cutoff of 33 (with women age 28-32 falling into the younger category and 33-37 falling into the older) is 
arbitrary.  I chose it because it comes closest to splitting the sample at the median age.  Using an age cutoff of 28 
gives similar results but reduces statistical power. 
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3�$ = 1 + .A� 	�33� × =ℎ������� × ���� + >�A� 	�33� × =ℎ������� + >�A� 	�33�
× ���� + >�=ℎ������� × ���� + >#A� 	�33� + >�=ℎ������� + >&����
+ ��� + ?� 

With the triple interaction as the excluded instrument, we need not assume that the 2001 

Amendment is the only source of trend differences between Christians and others: the =ℎ������� × ���� interaction now appears in the second stage as well as the first, so this 

specification controls for religion-specific and age-specific trends.  The key identifying 

assumption is that the 2001 Amendment is the only source of differences between the trend 

differences in bargaining power between younger and older Christian women and the trend 

differences in bargaining power between younger and older non-Christian women.  Equivalently, 

we are assuming that the 2001 Amendment is the only source of differences between the trend 

differences in bargaining power between Christian and non-Christian younger women and the 

trend differences in bargaining power between Christian and non-Christian older women.  This 

IV strategy also allows for a weaker monotonicity assumption since it only requires that a 

particular subset of affected women had a weakly higher threat point due to the 2001 legislation.  

Indeed, Appendix Table 3 suggests that the monotonicity assumption is particularly plausible for 

this subset of women. 

The first-stage estimates appear in Table 3.  Without controls (Column (1)), the 

coefficient estimate on the triple interaction is significant at the 1% level but barely clears the 

F>10 benchmark (F = 12.04).  Including the appropriate controls improves precision without 

dramatically changing the point estimate (F = 16).  In both specifications, the point estimate is 

quite large, representing a bargaining power shift of 0.17σ-0.19σ.  The coefficient on =ℎ������� × ���� is positive (and significant at the 5% level when controls are included) but 
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relatively small, indicating that the bargaining power gains are concentrated among younger 

women.71 

2.6 Instrumental Variables Results 

Table 4 shows the IV estimates for β, the effect of bargaining power.  The magnitudes of the 

point estimates are striking: an additional standard deviation of bargaining power reduces the 

probability of a birth in the last year by 13-20 percentage points.  This estimate is staggeringly 

large compared to the mean of the dependent variable (9.9%) and to the OLS estimate of the 

same parameter (-0.004).  The difference between the OLS and IV estimates could be due to the 

combined effect of several sources of bias, including attenuation bias stemming from 

measurement error in my proxy for 3$. 

The IV estimates for the effect of 3$ on birth in the last year are also quite a bit larger 

than the linear IV estimate for birth in the last three years.  This difference is more troubling, 

especially since the IV estimate for birth in the last three years is so similar to the corresponding 

OLS estimate.  This result is probably due to the imprecision of the IV estimates; the probit 

estimate for birth in the last three years is much more comparable to the estimates for birth in the 

last year.  Furthermore, we should expect the effect for the last three years to be somewhat 

smaller than the effect for the last year due to lags.  Note that as of late 2005-early 2006, "the last 

three years" would extend back to late 2002.  The changes to the IDA could only affect 

bargaining power for couples who were aware of the law, and this process could take a 

considerable amount of time.  For us to observe an effect on fertility, couples would need to not 

only experience a shift in threat points but also change their contraceptive use, which can itself 
                                                           
71 If younger women have more credible divorce threats, then the triple interaction should not only predict higher 
bargaining power but also a higher probability of being divorced.  Indeed, the results in Appendix Table 4 are 
consistent with this prediction, although the estimation is underpowered. 
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take a long time if the desired method is not easily accessible.  Finally, a change in contraceptive 

use would take close to a year to be reflected in birthrates.  Combining all of these lags, it is not 

surprising that the effect on birthrates would be smaller for a time period that begins so soon 

after the policy change. 

In principle, the results for contraception could help us evaluate this argument, but they 

are also so imprecisely estimated as to be inconclusive.  The point estimates for the effects of 3$ 

on overall contraceptive use do not bolster the argument, though.  A one standard deviation 

increase in 3$ increases the probability of contraceptive use by only 2.5-4.9 percentage points, 

and the effects on method choice do not display a clear shift toward more effective methods. 

Unfortunately, we cannot interpret these fertility results in terms of commonly used 

fertility measures like the Total Fertility Rate for a couple of reasons.  The most important reason 

is that the treated group for the triple-difference instrument does not include any women over the 

age of 32.  A secondary reason is that the IV specifications are already not as precisely estimated 

as we'd like, so further splitting up the sample by age would be undesirable.  Nevertheless, the 

one precisely estimated coefficient clearly implies that higher female bargaining power 

dramatically reduces fertility.  The less precisely estimated point estimates are fully consistent 

with the sign of this effect, although they give me pause about its magnitude. 

2.7 Alternative First Stage Specifications 

To estimate the effect of bargaining power on fertility, I use an instrumental variable that is a 

triple interaction of religion, time, and age.  The first two components of that interaction come 

from clearly defined aspects of the 2001 Amendment (it applied only to Christians and occurred 

between the two survey waves).  The third component, age, provides a useful source of 
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heterogeneity in the treatment effect: younger women can threaten divorce more credibly, so 

they stand to gain more from the divorce reform.  However, age is not the only observable 

variable that is likely to be correlated with divorce threat credibility.  In fact, my search for a 

third difference also considered education and urban-rural residence as potential third 

differences.  I expected that more educated women or urban women would gain more than less 

educated women or rural women. 

Appendix Table 5 displays results from alternative first stage specifications using rural residence 

(in Columns (1) and (2)) and completion of primary school (in Columns (3) and (4)) as the third 

difference instead of age.  The estimated coefficient on the rural-Christian-post triple interaction 

corresponds to a bargaining power increase of roughly one-tenth of a standard deviation and is 

significantly different from zero at the 5% level.  The estimated coefficient on the primary 

school-Christian-post triple interaction corresponds to a bargaining power reduction of roughly 

one-twentieth of a standard deviation and is significantly different from zero at the 1% level.72  

The signs of these estimates are the opposite of the prediction outlined above.  Although there 

are many ways to rationalize that result, there is another practical impediment to using these 

triple interactions as excluded instruments: statistical power.  The F-statistics on these potential 

excluded instruments are quite small (never greater than 8.3) and sensitive to the inclusion of 

covariates.  These results suggest that IV estimates using these first stage specifications could be 

plagued by weak instrument problems.  For these reasons, I elect to use age as the third 

difference rather than rural residence or educational attainment. 

                                                           
72 This estimate does not imply that the reform reduced bargaining power for this group of women.  In fact, the 
estimated coefficient on Christian� × Post�  is 0.18, so the effect of being Christian after the reform is a 0.18 
increase for less educated women and a 0.18-0.06=0.12 increase for more educated women. 
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2.8 Conclusion 

Research has documented tremendous variation in fertility but has struggled to explain this 

variation.  Now that economists model households as non-unitary entities, the relative bargaining 

power of spouses is a natural candidate for a key determinant of fertility.  This study uses 

exogenous variation in bargaining power generated by the 2001 Amendment to the Indian 

Divorce Act to estimate the effects of wives' bargaining power.  The results suggest that the 

effect is large: increasing bargaining power by one-tenth of a standard deviation reduces the 

probability of a birth in the year before the survey by 1.3-2.0 percentage points.  This finding 

suggests that plausible changes in women's bargaining power can generate large changes in 

fertility: an increase of one-fifth of a standard deviation in bargaining power reduces fertility by 

26-40 percent, which is comparable to the effect of lifting very strict restrictions on the supply of 

birth control (Pop-Eleches, 2010). 

This study employs an instrumental variables strategy to identify a causal effect.  This 

approach provides more credible identification than an OLS-style orthogonality assumption, but 

it comes with some caveats.  First, there is no guarantee that the local average treatment effect is 

similar to the average treatment effect for the population as a whole, and even if it were, there 

would be no guarantee of external validity.  Indeed, the theoretical framework suggests caution 

when applying this result to other contexts.  By construction, the average effect of wives' 

bargaining power is increasing in the degree to which husbands and wives disagree; if their 

preferences were perfectly aligned, it would have no effect.  Thus we should expect larger effects 

in settings with more disagreement about fertility and smaller effects in settings with less 

disagreement. 
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Like much of the empirical microeconomic literature on fertility, this study only 

estimates short-run effects due to data limitations.  It would be helpful to know the longer-run 

effects of shocks to bargaining power; without this information, it is difficult to know whether 

the lower birthrates are persistent enough to reduce completed fertility or whether they merely 

represent delayed fertility. 

In spite of these caveats, the results of this study are quite valuable for several reasons.  

They provide evidence that legal reforms of women's rights are better late than never: even when 

seen as long overdue (as in the case of an archaic divorce law that stood for more than a century), 

they can positively impact the power wielded by women.  They also show that changes in 

women's bargaining power affect fertility dramatically enough to explain large fertility 

transitions. 
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2.9 Main Figure 

 

Source: “full sample” described in Table 1.  All calculations are unweighted. 
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Figure 1: Divorce by Religion
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2.10 Main Tables 

 

Variable Mean Mean
Bargaining power index -- 0.002
Wave = 2005 ("Post") 0.513 0.512
Christian 0.066 0.064
Hindu 0.761 0.763
Muslim 0.124 0.125
Sikh 0.023 0.024
Buddhist 0.012 0.011
Years since first marriage began 15.8 15.6
Currently married 0.935 1.000
Currently divorced 0.005 0.000
Household head or wife of household head 0.748 0.762
Daughter of household head 0.050 0.039
Daughter-in-law of household head 0.152 0.159
Age 15 to 17 0.001 0.001
Age 18 to 22 0.061 0.062
Age 23 to 27 0.191 0.197
Age 28 to 32 0.231 0.236
Age 33 to 37 0.210 0.210
Age 38 to 42 0.181 0.175
Age 43 to 47 0.110 0.103
Age 48 to 49 0.017 0.016
Husband is 18-22 years old -- 0.006
Husband is 23-27 years old -- 0.067
Husband is 28-32 years old -- 0.181
Husband is 33-37 years old -- 0.205
Husband is 38-42 years old -- 0.219
Husband is 43-47 years old -- 0.152
Husband is 48-52 years old -- 0.115
Husband is 53-57 years old -- 0.036
Husband is 58+ years old -- 0.018
Has some schooling 0.532 0.537
Has completed primary school 0.438 0.445
Husband has some schooling -- 0.755
Husband has completed primary school -- 0.622
Lives in rural area 0.621 0.621
Gave birth at least once in the last year 0.094 0.099
Gave birth at least once in the last three years 0.265 0.279
Currently using birth control 0.578 0.606

All calculations are unweighted.

Table 1: Summary Statistics

Full sample consists of all NFHS-2 and NFHS-3 female respondents whose first marriage began 5-
30 years before the interview and who have nonmissing data for all of the variables listed.  Married 
sample consists of all full sample women who are currently married.

Full Sample (N = 
143,036)

Married Sample 
(N = 133,135)
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Panel I: No Controls

Birth in 
Past Year

Birth in 
Past 3 
Years

Currently 
Using 

Contraception

(1) (2) (3)
OLS coefficient -0.017*** -0.042*** 0.040***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Probit marg. eff. -0.017*** -0.042*** 0.040***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Panel II: Full Controls

Birth in 
Past Year

Birth in 
Past 3 
Years

Currently 
Using 

Contraception

(1) (2) (3)
OLS coefficient -0.004*** -0.009*** 0.013***

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Probit marg. eff. -0.003*** -0.011*** 0.015***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Sample is "married sample" described in Table 1 (N = 133,135).
Definition of "contraception" includes traditional methods (e.g. rhythm method).

Explanatory variable of interest is wife's bargaining power.  Units of bargaining 
power are standard deviations.
Regressions are unweighted.  Robust standard errors in parentheses.  Probit 
marginal effects are calculated at the mean of all regressors.

"Full controls" includes controls for survey year, urban/rural residence, religion, 
wife's age and education, husband's age and education, state of residence, and 
state of residence-survey year interactions (state-specific trends).

Table 2: Association Between Bargaining Power and Fertility
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(1) (2)
Under 33 -0.147*** -0.056*

(0.042) (0.031)

Christian 0.417*** 0.357***
(0.031) (0.027)

Post 0.146*** 0.100***
(0.017) (0.013)

Under 33 X Christian 0.010 -0.011
(0.053) (0.041)

Under 33 X Post -0.116*** -0.132***
(0.041) (0.040)

Christian X Post 0.027 0.043**
(0.017) (0.017)

Under 33 X Christian X Post 0.173*** 0.193***
(0.050) (0.048)

12.04 16.00

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

No Controls Full Controls

Table 3: First Stage Effects of Age, Religion, and Time on 
Bargaining Power Index

F-stat on excluded instrument 
(triple interaction)
Sample is "married sample" described in Table 1.  Standard errors 
clustered at the religion-age group level.  "Full Controls" specification 
includes education, rural/urban status, husband's age, and husband's 
education.
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Birth in 
Past Year

Birth in 
Past 3 
Years

Currently 
Using 

Contraception

(1) (2) (3)
Linear IV coef. -0.128*** -0.013 0.025

(0.045) (0.135) (0.174)

Probit IV marg. eff. -0.198*** -0.153 0.049
(0.056) (0.146) (0.181)

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

Endogenous regressor is wife's bargaining power.  Units of bargaining power 
are standard deviations.
Sample is "married sample" described in Table 1.  Regressions are unweighted.  
Robust standard errors in parentheses.  Probit marginal effects are calculated 
at the mean of all regressors.  All specifications include controls for rural 
residence, wife's age and education, and husband's age and education.

Table 4: Effect of Bargaining Power on Fertility (IV Estimates)
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2.11 Appendix Tables 

 

  

Question
Panel I: NFHS-2

Who makes the following decisions in your household:
-what items to cook?
-obtaining health care for yourself?
-purchasing jewellery or other major household items?
-your going and staying with parents or siblings?

Do you need permission to:
-go to the market?
-visit relatives or friends?

Are you allowed to have money set aside that you can use as you wish?

Panel II: NFHS-3
Who decides how your husband's earnings will be used: mainly you, mainly your 
husband, or you and your husband jointly?

Who makes the following decisions: mainly you, mainly your husband, you and your 
husband jointly, or someone else?
-decisions about health care for yourself?
-decisions about making major household purchases?
-decisions about making purchases for daily household needs?
-decisions about visits to your family or relatives?

Are you usually allowed to go to the following places alone, only with someone else, 
or not at all?
-to the market?
-to the health facility?
-to places outside this (village/community)?

Do you have any money of your own that you alone can decide how to use?

Appendix Table 1(a): Questions About Household Decision-Making
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Variable Mean
Panel I: NFHS-2

Wife participates in cooking decisions 0.889
Husband does not monopolize cooking decisions 0.959
Wife participates in health care decisions 0.535
Husband does not monopolize health care decisions 0.593
Wife participates in decisions about major purchases 0.558
Husband does not monopolize decisions about major purchases 0.644
Wife participates in decisions about family visits 0.500
Husband does not monopolize decisions about family visits 0.578
Wife can go to the market 0.957
Wife can go to the market without permission 0.330
Wife can visit relatives or friends 0.988
Wife can visit relatives or friends without permission 0.255
Wife is allowed to have own money 0.613

Panel II: NFHS-3
Wife participates in decisions about husband's earnings (version 1) 0.778
Wife participates in decisions about husband's earnings (version 2) 0.740
Husband does not monopolize decisions about own earnings 0.778
Wife participates in health care decisions (version 1) 0.697
Wife participates in health care decisions (version 2) 0.691
Husband does not monopolize health care decisions 0.727
Wife participates in decisions about major purchases (version 1) 0.636
Wife participates in decisions about major purchases (version 2) 0.620
Husband does not monopolize decisions about major purchases 0.701
Wife participates in decisions about daily purchases (version 1) 0.707
Wife participates in decisions about daily purchases (version 2) 0.691
Husband does not monopolize decisions about daily purchases 0.773
Wife participates in decisions about family visits (version 1) 0.708
Wife participates in decisions about family visits (version 2) 0.696
Husband does not monopolize decisions about family visits 0.762
Wife can go to the market 0.917
Wife can go to the market alone 0.648
Wife can go to the health facility 0.971
Wife can go to the health facility alone 0.606
Wife can leave the village/community 0.941
Wife can leave the village/community alone 0.478
Wife has own money 0.447

Appendix Table 1(b): Bargaining Power Variables

Note: Sample is "full sample" described in Table 1.  "Version 1" assumes that the 
response "other" includes the wife as a decision-maker, while "Version 2" assumes 
that it does not.  All other tables show results for Version 2.
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Variable Index 1 Index 2
Panel I: NFHS-2

Wife participates in cooking decisions 0.144 0.144
Husband does not monopolize cooking decisions 0.198 0.198
Wife participates in health care decisions 0.382 0.382
Husband does not monopolize health care decisions 0.353 0.353
Wife participates in decisions about major purchases 0.408 0.408
Husband does not monopolize decisions about major purchases 0.392 0.392
Wife participates in decisions about family visits 0.445 0.445
Husband does not monopolize decisions about family visits 0.390 0.390
Wife can go to the market 0.064 0.064
Wife can go to the market without permission 0.181 0.181
Wife can visit relatives or friends 0.110 0.110
Wife can visit relatives or friends without permission 0.167 0.167
Wife is allowed to have own money 0.036 0.036

Panel II: NFHS-3
Wife participates in decisions about husband's earnings (version 1) 0.599 --
Wife participates in decisions about husband's earnings (version 2) -- 0.260
Husband does not monopolize decisions about own earnings 0.000 0.256
Wife participates in health care decisions (version 1) 0.279 --
Wife participates in health care decisions (version 2) -- 0.282
Husband does not monopolize health care decisions 0.271 0.271
Wife participates in decisions about major purchases (version 1) 0.303 --
Wife participates in decisions about major purchases (version 2) -- 0.311
Husband does not monopolize decisions about major purchases 0.297 0.290
Wife participates in decisions about daily purchases (version 1) 0.306 --
Wife participates in decisions about daily purchases (version 2) -- 0.303
Husband does not monopolize decisions about daily purchases 0.295 0.289
Wife participates in decisions about family visits (version 1) 0.298 --
Wife participates in decisions about family visits (version 2) -- 0.297
Husband does not monopolize decisions about family visits 0.293 0.289
Wife can go to the market 0.090 0.100
Wife can go to the market alone 0.155 0.173
Wife can go to the health facility 0.174 0.183
Wife can go to the health facility alone 0.156 0.172
Wife can leave the village/community 0.109 0.123
Wife can leave the village/community alone 0.069 0.076
Wife has own money 0.014 0.017

Appendix Table 1(c): Factor Loadings
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Panel A: No Controls
Hindu Muslim Sikh Buddhist

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Religion X Post 0.046*** -0.023 -0.412*** 0.214***

(0.015) (0.017) (0.032) (0.047)

Panel B: Full Controls
Hindu Muslim Sikh Buddhist

(1) (2) (3) (1)
Religion X Post -0.026* 0.003 0.006 0.072

(0.015) (0.017) (0.040) (0.049)

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01
Sample consists of all non-Christian respondents in "married sample" described in Table 1 (N = 124,571).

Appendix Table 2: Placebo Tests

"No controls" is simplest possible differences-in-differences specification.  "Full controls" includes 
additional controls for rural residence, wife's age and education, husband's age and education, state of 
residence, and state of residence-survey year interactions (state-specific trends).

Dependent variable is bargaining power index.  Regressions are unweighted.  Robust standard errors in 
parentheses.
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Relationship to Head
Currently 
Married Divorced

Divorced, 
Under Age 33

Divorced, 
Age 33+

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Head or Wife of Head 0.762 0.292 0.163 0.411

(0.001) (0.017) (0.020) (0.025)

Daughter of Head 0.039 0.519 0.654 0.395
(0.001) (0.019) (0.026) (0.025)

Daughter-in-Law of Head 0.159 0.011 0.006 0.016
(0.001) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006)

N 133,807 719 375 344

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

Appendix Table 3: Relationship to Household Head by Age and Marital Status

Each column corresponds to a subsample of the "full sample" (described in Table 1) containing all women 
who fit the listed criteria.  Main cells contain unweighted means of the three variables listed; standard errors 
in parentheses.
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(1) (2)
Under 33 X Christian X Post 0.009 0.001

(0.006) (0.002)
N 143,036 143,036

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

Appendix Table 4: Effect of 2001 Amendment on 
Divorce

Sample is "full sample" described in Table 1.  Dependent 
variable is a dummy indicating that the respondent's current 
marital status is "divorced." Regressions are unweighted and 
control for respondent's age, education, and rural residence.  
Reported probit estimates are marginal effects calculated at 
the mean of all regressors.  Standard errors clustered at the 
religion-age group level.

Linear Probit
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(1) (2) (3) (4)
Rural -0.286*** -0.155*** -- -0.201***

(0.009) (0.009) -- (0.018)

Completed Primary School -- 0.154*** 0.350*** 0.250***
-- (0.010) (0.082) (0.052)

Christian 0.284*** 0.217*** 0.468*** 0.433***
(0.026) (0.026) (0.055) (0.042)

Post 0.104*** 0.099*** 0.077*** 0.044***
(0.009) (0.009) (0.014) (0.011)

Rural X Christian 0.221*** 0.186*** -- --
(0.033) (0.033) -- --

Rural X Post -0.082*** -0.108*** -- --
(0.012) (0.011) -- --

-- -- -0.175* -0.155**
-- -- (0.096) (0.065)

-- -- -0.044* -0.027
-- -- (0.021) (0.021)

Christian X Post 0.093*** 0.097*** 0.158*** 0.184***
(0.031) (0.030) (0.016) (0.012)

Rural X Christian X Post 0.070* 0.091** -- --
(0.039) (0.039) -- --

-- -- -0.033 -0.060***
-- -- (0.023) (0.021)

3.24 5.57 2.04 8.24

*p<0.1 **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

Full Controls
Appendix Table 5: Alternative First Stage Specifications

Completed Primary School 
X Christian

Completed Primary School 
X Post

Completed Primary School 
X Christian X Post

Dependent variable is bargaining power index.  Sample is "married sample" described in Table 1.  Standard 
errors clustered at the religion-education level in Columns (3) and (4).  "Full Controls" specification includes 
respondent's age and education, husband's age and education, and rural/urban status.

No Controls Full Controls

F-stat on excluded 
instrument (triple interaction)

No Controls
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Chapter 3: Crowding In vs. Crowding Out at a Public University 

3.1 Introduction 

Between 2002 and 2010, state funding of U.S. public research universities fell by 20 percent per 

enrolled student (National Science Board, 2012).  This decline in state funding followed a decade 

of expansion: funding per enrolled student grew by 23 percent between 1992 and 2001 (NSB, 

2012).  Government funding of research universities can affect other revenue sources, such as 

charitable contributions.  However, it is difficult to predict what these effects will be.  Many 

economic models of voluntary contributions to public goods predict varying degrees of crowding 

out, in which individual donors respond to increases in government funding by reducing their 

donations (Warr, 1982; Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian, 1986; Andreoni, 1989; Andreoni, 

2006b).  Government funding increases the level of a public good, reducing donors' marginal 

utility from that good, potentially leading to crowd-out of private donations.  On the other hand, 

some models predict crowding in, in which increases in government funding lead individuals to 

donate more (Rose-Ackerman, 1981; Vesterlund, 2003; Andreoni, 2006a).  A government grant 

or large private gift can send a positive signal about the quality of a public good, potentially 

leading to crowd-in of private donations.  Although economists have conducted some empirical 

research on crowd-out and crowd-in at research universities (Connolly, 1997; Payne, 2001; 

Oster, 2003; Brown, Dimmock, and Weisbenner, 2012), the sign and magnitude of this effect are 

still unresolved questions. 

We tackle the question of crowd-in versus crowd-out using a unique dataset containing 

the universe of donations to a public research university from 1971 to 2011.  Our approach to 

estimating crowd-out exploits the variation in funding induced by extremely large ($10 million 
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or more) gifts to the university.73  We compare the change in individual giving to divisions of the 

university (e.g. the medical school) that receive large gifts to the contemporaneous changes in 

giving to divisions that do not receive such gifts.  This difference-in-difference strategy makes 

use of the fact that we have the universe of donations (allowing us to catalog the complete set of 

large gifts and to aggregate other gifts), along with the precise date of each donation and the 

university division that received it. 

Our OLS estimates suggest crowd-in but appear to be very sensitive to functional form: 

we observe large, highly persistent crowd-in in linear specifications but some crowd-out (and 

mostly insignificant effects) in log-linear specifications.  Quantile regressions reveal that crowd-

in occurs at most quantiles, with crowd-out occurring only at very low quantiles.  Our OLS 

crowd-in estimates imply that a large gift (average value $29 million) crowds in an additional 

$10.05 million over the course of the following year.74 

We also investigate two types of heterogeneity in the crowd-in effect.  First, we explore 

the effects of gifts from different sources.  We find that large gifts from non-alumni have 

stronger short-run crowd-in effects than large gifts from non-alumni.  We also investigate how 

different types of donors respond to large gifts.  New donors respond quickly, while "lapsed" 

donors (those who have given before but not in the last two years) respond somewhat slowly; 

however, both of these groups contribute to aggregate crowd-in.  We also find very weak crowd-

                                                           
73 Although the conventional policy motivation for studying crowd-in and crowd-out focuses on the effects of 
government funding, many standard models of crowd-out predict the same responses to government grants and 
large private gifts.  Furthermore, the effect of large private gifts on donations is important in its own right, as it 
informs the decision-making of fundraisers and potential major donors. 
74 This calculation assumes a monthly discount rate of 0.42%, which is roughly equivalent to an annual discount 
rate of 5%.  Without discounting, the crowded-in sum is $10.34 million. 
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in effects among alumni.  This result is consistent with a signaling interpretation of crowd-in 

since alumni presumably have more firmly held opinions about the university than non-alumni. 

This study makes several contributions to the literature on crowd-out at academic 

research institutions (Connolly, 1997; Payne, 2001; Oster, 2003; Brown, Dimmock, and 

Weisbenner, 2012) and to the broader literature on crowd-out of donations to nonprofits (Payne, 

1998; Andreoni and Payne, 2011). Our data and empirical strategy have several unique 

advantages.  The availability of high-frequency individual-level donation data allows us to 

observe the amount and timing of large gifts, which, to our knowledge, have not previously been 

used as a source of variation in the crowd-out literature.75  We incorporate information on these 

large gifts into a monthly panel, which allows us to observe responses in a more detailed 

dynamic fashion and and to distinguish the effects of the large gifts from other events that occur 

at an annual frequency.  In contrast, the empirical studies in this literature typically observe 

giving at an annual rather than monthly frequency and cannot distinguish large gifts from small 

ones.  Due to these data limitations, these studies have not examined the effects of very large 

gifts. 

Our reliance on private gifts as a source of variation makes the interpretation of our 

estimates slightly different from estimates generated by changes in government funding 

(Connolly, 1997; Payne, 1998; Payne, 2001, Andreoni and Payne, 2011) or by endowment 

shocks (Oster, 2003; Brown, Dimmock, and Weisbenner, 2012).  Our crowd-in result is similar 

to findings from studies that estimate the effects of government funding, which generally find 

crowd-in for research institutions and crowd-out for other types of nonprofits (Connolly, 1997; 

                                                           
75 Large gifts come from a small number of individuals, who act at particular times for arguably idiosyncratic 
reasons.  For this reason, large individual donations potentially suffer from less omitted variables bias than 
government funding, which is the result of relatively deliberative, public, and predictably timed processes. 
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Payne, 1998; Payne, 2001, Andreoni and Payne, 2011).  This result is consistent with the idea 

that it is more difficult for average donors to observe the quality of research institutions than of 

other nonprofits.  This idea is plausible due to the narrowly specialized expertise required to 

evaluate research.  Major donors and government agencies could both have greater access to 

such expertise than the average donor, but the two types of entities differ in their degree of 

access to this expertise and to the cost of acting on it.  In particular, governments probably have 

greater access to expertise and it is probably more costly for them to act on that information, so a 

government grant should send a stronger signal (and thus have a stronger crowd-in effect) than a 

large private gift.  In line with this intuition, Payne (2001) estimates 65% crowd-in for 

government grants to research universities, whereas our estimates imply only 35% crowd-in for 

large private gifts. 

Oster (2003) and Brown, Dimmock, and Weisbenner (2012) observe crowd-out behavior 

in donations to research universities in response to endowment shocks.  This result is consistent 

with our findings because endowment shocks affect a university's finances but do not reflect 

anyone's judgment about the quality of the institution.  Consequently, they send no signal and 

therefore should not have any crowd-in effect. 

We also contribute to the literature by estimating the effects of large gifts from different 

sources and on different types of donors.  To our knowledge, Oster (2003) is the only one of the 

aforementioned studies to examine heterogeneity on this level; she finds that endowment growth 

crowds out giving both for alumni and non-alumni.  One of our contributions relative to Oster 

(2003) is the use of panel rather than cross-sectional data to identify these heterogeneous effects. 
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Although this study advances our understanding of donor behavior in several important 

ways, some limitations are worth noting.  First, we only observe gifts to one university.  One 

consequence of this data limitation is that we cannot observe what happens to charitable giving 

more broadly.  Another is that our findings may be less generalizable than those coming from a 

more representative sample of charities.  Our results could provide a plausible benchmark for 

other research universities but perhaps less so for other nonprofits.  Second, our variation in 

funding comes from large gifts, so it is difficult to ascertain the implications of our estimates for 

the crowd-in effects of government funding.  Third, the validity of our empirical strategy rests 

upon a couple of reasonable but far-from-innocuous assumptions.  The first is that there are no 

month-to-month changes in unobserved division-level determinants of giving that are correlated 

with large gifts.  For example, a division-specific fundraising campaign could bring in both a 

large gift and smaller gifts, inducing an upward bias in the estimate of crowd-in.  The other key 

identifying assumption is that there are no spillover effects among divisions.  Finally, unlike 

some of the recent literature, we are not able to decompose the crowd-in effect into a fundraising 

effect and a donor response effect (Andreoni and Payne, 2011). 

The next section contrasts the theoretical predictions of crowding in and crowding out.  

The third section describes the data, while the fourth section lays out the empirical strategy we 

use to estimate crowd-out.  The fifth section discusses the empirical results, and the sixth section 

offers some concluding remarks. 

3.2 Competing Theories 

In the canonical economic model of private provision of public goods, individuals contribute to 

public goods because they value the goods themselves.  In this framework, exogenous increases 

in the level of a public good (e.g. large gifts or government grants) reduce private donations, as 
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donors are able to "free-ride" and enjoy the same level of the public good while making smaller 

contributions to it.  If all individuals donate positive amounts of money before and after the 

increase in funding (i.e. each individual chooses an interior solution), then this crowding out is 

complete: every dollar of increased funding reduces private donations by one dollar.  In this case, 

the large gift or government contribution has no effect on the overall level of the public good 

(Warr, 1982; Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian, 1986; Andreoni, 2006b). 

Two generalizations of this model make crowd-out less than complete.  First, the increase 

in funding could push some donors to corner solutions in which they contribute nothing to the 

public good (Bergstrom, Blume, and Varian, 1986; Andreoni, 2006b).  Second, if individuals 

enjoy a "warm glow" from making donations, then contributions from the government or other 

funding sources are not perfect substitutes for their own donations (Andreoni, 1989).  In these 

scenarios, crowd-out is incomplete: large gifts or government contributions can increase the 

overall level of a public good, although these funding sources can be partially offset by 

reductions in individual donations. 

Although these models allow the crowding-out effect to vary in magnitude, they cannot 

generate "crowding in," in which individuals respond to higher funding by donating more 

generously.  However, some models of donation do allow crowding in.  For example, 

governments or major donors might possess private information about the quality of the public 

good.  In this case, a large gift or government grant can encourage giving by sending a positive 

signal about the charity's quality to a broader group of potential donors, leading to crowding in 

(Rose-Ackerman, 1981; Vesterlund, 2003; Andreoni, 2006a). 
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3.3 Data 

Our dataset contains the universe of donations to a public research university from 1971 through 

2011.  Figures 1a and 1b describe the distribution of gift amounts (in 2011 dollars).  The gift size 

distribution is extremely right-skewed: the 5th percentile gift is $19 and the 95th percentile gift is 

$2,282, while the median gift is just $111.  The right tail contains some extreme values, with the 

99th and 99.9th percentiles dwarfing the 95th.  In other words, a large fraction of the money 

donated comes from a handful of very large gifts. 

Donors often direct their gifts to particular divisions of the university.  Figure 2 illustrates 

the distribution of gifts across divisions.  Roughly 40% of all gifts go to "Chancellor's Greatest 

Needs," providing the university with flexibility to allocate the money as needed.  The most 

popular recipient for division-specific donations is the School of Medicine, which accounts for 

19% of all gifts.  Intercollegiate Athletics, the College of Letters and Sciences, and the School of 

Art and Architecture are also popular recipients for division-specific donations, although they are 

less popular than the medical school.  The "Other" category consists of 12 additional divisions 

that individually account for fewer gifts than the top 5 but collectively account for one-quarter of 

all gifts. 

Giving is not uniform throughout the year.  Figure 3 illustrates the seasonal pattern of 

giving: donations peak in June and December and drop off in the summer months of July, 

August, and September.  The June peak coincides with the end of the fiscal year, when the 

university is trying to meet its annual fundraising goals.  The December peak coincides with the 

end of the calendar year, so this peak is probably related to tax planning, especially for relatively 

large gifts. 
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These features of the dataset inform our empirical strategy in several ways.  First, the 

highly right-skewed distribution of gift amounts provides useful variation in funding for 

estimating crowd-out.  Second, the common practice of designating gifts for specific divisions of 

the university is a critical source of cross-sectional variation---on some level, we can think of 

each university division as a distinct "charity."  Finally, although our use of relatively high-

frequency data is a strength relative to the literature, it comes at a cost---we must account for the 

stark seasonal patterns apparent in Figure 3. 

3.4 Empirical Strategy 

3.4.1 Source of Variation: Large Gifts 

Estimating crowd-out requires a source of variation in university funding.  In this study, we 

exploit the variation in funding generated by large gifts to the university, defined as gifts greater 

than $10 million (in 2011 dollars).  Large gifts provide a potentially promising source of 

exogenous variation for several reasons.  First, these gifts are very large relative to the monthly 

or even annual flow of aggregate donations, so they have a major impact on university funding.  

The median annual giving to a division of the university is $922,557, while the mean is 

$5,747,305, both of which are considerably less than $10 million. Second, these gifts are rare 

enough to attract attention: the university received only 46 such gifts over the period of 

observation, an average of 1.1 per year.  Third, our dataset allows us to observe the exact timing 

of every gift, large or small.  This feature of the data is helpful because the unobserved 

determinants of the timing of large gifts could be plausibly orthogonal to the unobserved 

determinants of the timing of small gifts at the daily, weekly, or even monthly level, but almost 

certainly not at the annual level.  Fourth, we know which division of the university received each 
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large and small gift.  This cross-sectional variation is helpful because it allows us to control for 

unobserved time-varying determinants of donations to the university as a whole. 

Before we pin down the precise specification to be estimated, we will take a closer look 

at the characteristics of the large gifts that lie at the heart of our empirical strategy.  Figure 4 is a 

histogram of the dollar amounts of these gifts.  Roughly half of the gifts are in the $10 million to 

$20 million range, but some are considerably larger.  One gift stands out as the largest by far at 

roughly $250 million.  Figure 5 shows how these gifts are distributed among the university 

divisions.  The medical school is the most popular recipient with 26 large gifts; no other single 

division has received more than 4, although several have received at least 2.  Figure 6 shows that 

large gifts are more likely to occur in December than in other months.  The larger the gift, the 

larger the potential tax deduction, so this December spike is unsurprising; in fact, one could 

argue that the most surprising feature of Figure 6 is that large gifts often occur at other times. 

The dataset contains very precise information on the timing of each gift.  In principle, we 

could use this daily donation information to identify the crowd-out effect in a regression 

discontinuity framework.  However, as illustrated by Appendix Figure 1, no such discontinuity 

appears at the daily level.76  There are several plausible explanations for this result.  First, 

information about large gifts might not be transmitted rapidly enough for us to see an immediate 

response.  Second, daily giving is very noisy.  Consequently, we pursue a difference-in-

difference empirical strategy at the monthly level rather than a regression discontinuity strategy 

at the daily or weekly level. 

                                                           
76 Patterns at the weekly level are similar. 
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3.4.2 Specification 

We implement our empirical strategy on a collapsed version of the dataset in which each 

observation represents a unique combination of division and month, yielding 8,036 

observations.77  To estimate the effect of large gifts on donations at the month-division level, we 

begin with a general empirical framework 

C�� = 
�D��, B��! 
where d denotes division, t denotes month and year (e.g. February 1973), C�� is the total 

amount of money donated to division d in period t (excluding the large gifts that appear on the 

right-hand side), D�� indicates whether division d received a large gift in period t, and B�� 
represents unobserved determinants of donations C��.  The reduced-form effect of a large gift is 
�1, B��! − 
�0, B��!; to identify this object using observational data, we must assume that D�� is 

uncorrelated with B��.  However, the evidence reviewed so far suggests that this assumption is 

unlikely to hold.  For example, Figure 5 shows that some divisions are more likely to receive 

large gifts than others, while Figure 2 shows that some divisions receive more donations overall 

than others.  This evidence motivates the inclusion of division fixed effects γ� to control for 

unobserved time-invariant determinants of giving.  Similarly, Figures 3 and 6 show that 

aggregate giving and large gifts vary seasonally, which motivates the inclusion of month 

dummies γ' (January, February, etc.).  Finally, many unobserved determinants of both 

aggregate giving and large gifts change gradually over time.  This is a particular concern due to 

the long time period covered by the dataset; in fact, both large and small gifts to the university 

                                                           
77 In principle, it is possible to use our dataset to estimate an individual-level specification.  However, constructing 
(let alone estimating) an individual-level balanced monthly panel has proven to be computationally troublesome 
and is unnecessary for answering the central questions of this study.  Furthermore, charity-level estimates have a 
clearer interpretation and are more easily comparable to the existing crowd-out literature.  For these reasons, we 
analyze the data at the month-division level. 
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have grown over time.  We include year dummies γ to control for unobserved year-to-year 

determinants of giving. 

To identify the model with fixed effects, we restrict f to be additive, yielding our baseline 

specification: 

C�' = �D�' +� γ�
�

+� γ'
'

+� γ


+ B�' 

The key coefficient of interest β represents the effect of a large gift D�' on the level of 

donations C�'.  The key identifying assumption in this difference-in-difference specification is 

that the large gifts D�' are not correlated with unobserved division-specific time-varying 

determinants of aggregate giving.  An example of a threat to identification would be variation 

over time in division-specific fundraising intensity.  If the medical school ramps up fundraising 

activities relative to other divisions, these efforts could increase both D�' and C�', biasing �	Eupward. 

Another concern with identification is the potential for spillovers among divisions.  Our 

empirical strategy assumes that donations to Division A (e.g. the medical school) are not 

influenced by donations to Division B (e.g. the college of letters and sciences).  Negative 

spillovers could occur if donors view donations to one division as very close substitutes for 

donations to another, leading them to reduce donations to Division B when they give more to 

Division A.  Positive spillovers could occur if donors view large gifts as gifts to the university as 

a whole rather than a specific division (thus interpreting them as positive signals of university 

quality rather than division quality).  These two types of spillovers would bias the estimates in 

different directions.  Despite these potential pitfalls, the division-level cross-sectional variation 
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allows us to include flexible controls for university-wide time trends, so the difference-in-

difference setup is preferable to a pure time-series exercise. 

We explore several variations on the baseline specification.  One variation makes the 

controls for university-wide trends more flexible, including month-year interactions (e.g. 

February 1973) in addition to month and year dummies.  On one hand, this additional flexibility 

could be valuable in the presence of certain omitted variables.  For example, the intensity of 

university fundraising could fluctuate over time at a monthly rather than annual or seasonal level, 

which would be captured by month-year interactions but not by month and year dummies.  On 

the other hand, including month-year dummies greatly increases the number of parameters in the 

model, which can make estimation computationally difficult for certain methods (e.g. quantile 

regression). 

Two other variations on the baseline specification are worth noting.  First, the crowd-in 

or crowd-out effect might persist over several months.  For this reason, we explore specifications 

that include a year's worth of lags of D�' on the right-hand side.  Second, we measure C�' in 

several ways.  The main outcome of interest is the amount of money raised by division d in 

month m and year y, but we also look at the total number of distinct gifts given.  The latter 

outcome isolates the extensive margin of giving, which many regard as a critical indicator of 

engagement and predictor of future giving.  We estimate both linear and log-linear specifications 

using these outcomes.  Appendix Figures 2a, 2b, 3a, and 3b indicate that these outcomes are 

highly skewed, suggesting that the log transformation may be appropriate. 
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3.5 Results 

3.5.1 Contemporaneous Aggregate Crowd-Out 

Table 1 presents estimates of the effects of large gifts from eight specifications that vary in three 

ways: outcome of interest (dollars raised versus number of gifts), functional form (linear versus 

log-linear), and controls for time trends (full month-year interactions versus just month dummies 

and year dummies).  For example, Column (1) displays the key coefficient estimate from a linear 

specification with the amount of money raised as the outcome, and it uses the more parsimonious 

set of time dummies.  A causal interpretation of the coefficient estimate in Column (1) implies 

that a large gift crowds in $1.96 million.  The results are fairly consistent between the two 

outcomes and the two approaches to controlling for trends, but they are very sensitive to 

functional form.  In particular, every linear specification indicates net crowd-in (significant 

positive coefficients), while every log-linear specifications indicates net crowd-out (negative 

coefficients that are not significantly different from zero).78  These counterintuitive results 

suggest that the effects of large gifts are highly heterogeneous.  One of the key differences 

between the linear and logged specifications is that the highest quantiles of the outcome 

distribution are more influential in the linear specification, while the lowest quantiles of the 

outcome distribution are more influential in the logged specification.  For this reason, quantile 

regressions can help us sort out these seemingly contradictory results. 

                                                           
78 All of the OLS specifications in this paper use heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors.  Although clustering at 
the division level would be an ideal way to adjust for potential serial correlation in giving, the relatively small 
number of divisions makes clustering unreliable in this case. 
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Table 2 presents estimates from quantile regressions using the same difference-in-

difference framework as the OLS specifications described above.79  The table contains estimates 

for the 10th, 3rd, 2nd, and 1st percentiles.80  For example, the estimate in Column (1) indicates 

that a large gift increases the 10th percentile of giving by $42,344.  The estimates in Columns (1) 

and (5) indicate that crowd-in still dominates crowd-out at the 10th percentile.  Appendix Figure 

2(a) implies that the 10th percentile of donations at the month-division level is less than $50,000, 

so this crowd-in effect is relatively large.  Returning to Table 2, Columns (2) and (6) show mixed 

results at the 3rd percentile, with one negative and one positive point estimate, neither 

significantly different from zero.  Columns (3) and (4) show that large, significant crowd-out 

starts to appear around the 2nd percentile and is also apparent at the 1st percentile.  Strangely, 

this crowd-out of money does not correspond to crowd-out in the number of gifts (Columns (7) 

and (8)).  These results, along with estimates at higher quantiles (available upon request), suggest 

that large gifts usually crowd in donations to the university divisions that receive them.  Net 

crowd-out only occurs when donation levels are unusually low. 

As is standard in the crowd-out literature, Tables 1 and 2 focus on contemporaneous 

effects.  However, there are many reasons to view these estimates skeptically.  First, the total 

giving in the month includes donations that occurred prior to the large gift, which are very 

unlikely to be caused by the large gift itself.  Second, the crowd-out literature has pointed out 

that unobserved fundraising effort can seriously confound estimates of crowd-out (Andreoni and 

Payne, 2011).  This concern has focused on mechanisms and interpretation: we typically think of 

                                                           
79 For computational reasons, these regressions only include month and year dummies instead of full month-year 
interactions. 
80 We have also estimated regressions at several other quantiles (results available upon request).  Overall, 
estimates for quantiles above 0.1 clearly indicate crowd-in, while estimates for quantiles below 0.01 tend to be 
very imprecise. 
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"crowd-out" as a behavioral response by donors when in fact it could reflect a response by 

charities themselves.  However, there is an even more troublesome possibility: that unobserved 

fundraising effort could generate a correlation between large gifts and small ones that is entirely 

spurious.  For example, an increase in unobserved fundraising effort at the month-division level 

could increase the probability of receiving a large gift and also bring in more money from small 

gifts, biasing the estimate upward toward greater crowd-in.8182 

One way to address these concerns is to focus on lagged rather than contemporaneous 

crowd-out.  Lagged crowd-out clearly cannot include donations that preceded the large gift.  Less 

clear but just as important, the lagged estimates should suffer from less bias due to unobserved 

fundraiser effort.  If a division (say, the medical school) makes a big fundraising push in a 

particular month, that effort could bring in both large and small gifts; however, it is less likely to 

still be bringing in small gifts eight, nine, or ten months later. 

3.5.2 Lagged Aggregate Crowd-Out 

Table 3 presents OLS estimates of lagged aggregate crowd-out from four specifications (two 

outcomes and two functional forms).  For example, the coefficient estimate in the fifth row of 

Column (1) implies that a large gift crowds in $748,970 five months later.  The estimates from 

linear specifications imply large, significant, and extremely persistent net crowd-in, while the 

                                                           
81 Using government grants as a source of variation does not eliminate these concerns, although it probably 
changes the sign of the bias.  Charities' efforts to solicit money from the government and private donors are 
probably substitutes rather than complements: for example, the university could use resources to lobby the state 
legislature for more funding instead of asking private donors for donations.  In this case, the estimate will be 
biased downward toward greater crowd-out.  Indeed, much of the literature using variation from government 
grants finds crowd-out, perhaps driven by this type of bias. 
82 One way to check for endogeneity in the timing of large gifts is to use the prior month's giving to predict the 
probability that a large gift occurs.  Appendix Table 1 presents estimates from such exercises.  These estimates 
imply that the prior month's fundraising is associated with the probability of a large gift in the current month, 
although these associations are neither large nor consistently positive.  For example, the point estimate in Column 
(1) implies that an increase of $1 million in aggregate giving reduces the probability of a large gift in the following 
month by less than one percentage point. 
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results from the log-linear specifications are mixed, including some significant crowd-out, 

particularly in the number of gifts.  As before, we use quantile regressions to investigate 

heterogeneity in the effects, focusing on the lowest quantiles.  Table 4(a) presents estimates for 

total dollars donated, while Table 4(b) presents estimates for the number of gifts.  Table 4(a) 

does not reveal crowd-out at low quantiles, but crowd-out in the number of gifts appears in Table 

4(b) between the second and third percentiles.  This crowd-out appears to be temporary, fading 

out after three months and becoming crowd-in after five months.  These results match up with 

the OLS estimates in Column (4) of Table 3, where significant crowd-out appears in the first 

three months but becomes insignificant thereafter.  Overall, these findings suggest that the linear 

OLS specification provide a more broadly representative picture than the log-linear 

specifications. 

Taking a closer look at the magnitudes of the linear estimates in Column (1), a large gift 

appears to crowd in an additional $10.34 million (without discounting) or $10.05 million 

(assuming a monthly discount rate of 0.42%, roughly equivalent to an annual discount rate of 

5%) over the course of a year.  The mean amount of the large gifts is $29 million, so the net 

aggregate crowd-in over the first year is 35%.  Put another way, the crowd-in effect of a large 

gift in the first year is roughly equivalent to moving from the 75th percentile of donations to the 

95th percentile of donations every month for seven consecutive months (Appendix Figure 2).  

Overall, the expected increase in revenue due to crowded-in donations appears to be very large. 

Although our aggregate results point toward net crowd-in in most cases, the sensitivity of 

the OLS estimates to functional form and the variation in estimates across quantiles imply 

considerable heterogeneity in the effects of large gifts.  In the rest of this section, we explore two 
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types of treatment effect heterogeneity: differences in the treatment itself and differences in 

donors' response to treatment. 

3.5.3 Effects of Large Gifts by Source 

In the canonical model of crowd-out, any infusion of a given amount of money has exactly the 

same effect on donations, regardless of its source.  However, crowd-in effects driven by 

signaling could depend crucially on the source of the large gift.  To investigate this issue, we 

split the 46 large gifts into two groups: 13 that came from university alumni and 33 that came 

from non-alumni.  The alumni versus non-alumni distinction is of first-order importance for 

understanding signaling because these two groups have very different baseline information about 

the university.  Alumni can draw upon years of first-hand experience when forming beliefs about 

the university's quality, whereas non-alumni cannot.  Although difference in baseline information 

has an intuitive connection to signaling, the sign of the difference in treatment effects is 

theoretically ambiguous.  On one hand, the initial information advantage could make gifts from 

alumni more credible signals of the university's quality.  On the other hand, alumni loyalty to the 

university could imply that donors are more "surprised" by non-alumni gifts than alumni gifts, 

thus making non-alumni gifts a stronger signal. 

To estimate the differential effect of large gifts from alumni and non-alumni, we modify 

the lagged OLS specification to interact the treatment dummies with a dummy variable 

indicating whether the large gift came from an alumnus/a.  Table 5 displays the results from two 

specifications (one for money donated and another for number of gifts).  For example, the effect 

of a non-alum large gift on money raised five months later appears in the fifth row of Column 

(1), while the effect of an alum large gift is the sum of that coefficient and the one in the fifth 

row of Column (2).  These point estimates imply large differences in the effects of the two types 
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of large gifts, although we do not have enough data to reject the null hypothesis that they are the 

same in most periods.  The most striking difference is that large gifts from alumni appear to have 

no short-run crowd-in effect, with very small estimated effects in five of the first six months.  

The crowd-in effect appears roughly seven months after the large gift and persists strongly in the 

following months.  These patterns stand in contrast to the large, highly persistent crowd-in 

effects of large gifts from non-alumni.  Overall, these results suggest that large gifts from non-

alumni send a stronger signal and bring in more revenue than large gifts from alumni, although 

the estimates are too imprecise for us to reach a definitive conclusion. 

3.5.4 Effects of Large Gifts by Donor Type 

To estimate the effects of large gifts on different types of donors, we estimate OLS regressions 

that are similar to the baseline specification but with different outcomes on the left-hand side.  

These outcomes measure the number of gifts given by three types of donors.  The first two types 

are "new donors" (those who have given before) and "lapsed donors" (those who have given 

before at some point but not in the last two years).  Our interest in these types of donors is 

motivated by fundraising practices: fundraisers use very different strategies to appeal to new 

donors, lapsed donors, and active donors (those who have given recently).  We expect the flow 

of information to these types of donors to differ, both due to differences on the donor side (more 

active donors might pay closer attention to what is happening at the university) and on the 

fundraiser side (the university might provide different amounts or types of information to the 

different types of donors).  Columns (1) and (2) of Table 6 display the estimated effect of large 

gifts on the number of gifts given by new donors and by lapsed donors respectively.  For 

example, the coefficient estimate in the fifth row of Column (1) implies that a large gift brings in 

103 gifts from new donors five months later.  We observe crowd-in effects for both types of 
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donors, with slightly different dynamics.  The crowd-in effect for new donors increases relatively 

rapidly, peaking five to six months after the large gift, persisting for a few more months, and 

then fading out after eleven months.  The crowd-in effect for lapsed donors is small and 

insignificant until five months after the large gift but exhibits impressive persistence, remaining 

significant (and not diminishing in magnitude) twelve months after the large gift. 

For a university, another critical distinction among donors is between those who actually 

attended the school and those who did not.  As discussed above, the experience of attending the 

university provides alumni with information about the institution that is difficult for outsiders to 

obtain.  Under a signaling interpretation of crowd-in, this difference in baseline information 

should generate differences in crowd-in between alumni and non-alumni.  Non-alumni know less 

about the university to begin with, so a large gift or government grant can send a stronger signal.  

Column (3) of Table 6, which displays the estimated crowd-in effects for alumni gifts, provides 

some evidence that non-alumni do in fact respond more enthusiastically to large gifts than 

alumni do.  With one exception, these estimates are not significantly different from zero, and 

most of them are not even positive.  Comparing these results to those in Column (3) of Table (3), 

it is clear that non-alumni account for most of the crowded-in donations, which is consistent with 

a signaling explanation for the crowd-in effect. 

3.6 Conclusion 

This study addresses a classic question in public finance: the extent (and sign) of crowd-out in 

public goods.  To tackle this question, we use a unique dataset containing the universe of 

donations to a public research university to estimate the effects of large gifts on donations to 

each of the university's divisions.  Our empirical strategy exploits the variation in university 

funding generated by extremely large ($10 million or more) gifts.  We use a difference-in-
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difference approach that compares the changes in donations to university divisions that receive 

large gifts to the contemporaneous changes in donations to divisions that do not receive such 

gifts.  Our OLS estimates of aggregate crowd-out appear to be very sensitive to functional form 

assumptions, motivating estimation of quantile regressions.  These quantile regressions show that 

net crowd-in occurs at most quantiles, while net crowd-out only occurs at very low quantiles 

(below 3rd percentile).  On average, we find that large gifts generate roughly 10% crowd-in in 

the first month and 35% crowd-in over the first six months.  We also find that large gifts shift the 

composition of donors away from alumni toward non-alumni, which is consistent with a 

signaling interpretation of crowd-in. 

Although our results provide a credible and compelling answer to the question of crowd-

in versus crowd-out, many aspects of the question remain unresolved.  How comparable is 

crowd-in from private gifts to crowd-in (or crowd-out) from government funding?  How much of 

the effect is driven by donor behavior, and how much is driven by fundraiser behavior?  Who 

gets crowded in, who gets crowded out, and why? Fortunately, our unique data source has 

tremendous potential for tying up these loose strings.  Further research will yield additional 

insights into the determinants of charitable donations. 
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3.7 Main Figures 
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3.8 Main Tables 

 

 

 

 

  

Coefficient (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Same Month as Large Gift $1,964,795*** $1,915,182*** -0.086 -0.042 278.3*** 290.7*** -0.067 -0.020

($673,182) ($665,853) (0.170) (0.158) (77.2) (78.5) (0.090) (0.081)

Month-Year Interactions? No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include month dummies (e.g. January, February, 
etc.), year dummies (e.g. 1971, 1972, etc.) and division dummies.  Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses.

Number of Gifts Log Number of Gifts
Table 1: OLS Estimates of Contemporaneous Aggregate Crowd-Out

$ Donated Log $ Donated

Coefficient (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Same Month as Large Gift $42, 344 -$2,001 -$30,347*** -$12,395*** 32.2*** 1.5 7.5*** 8.0

($5,010) ($4,222) ($959) ($4,321) (6.4) (5.2) (1.4) (10.9)

Quantile 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.01

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include month dummies (e.g. January, 
February, etc.), year dummies (e.g. 1971, 1972, etc.) and division dummies.  Standard errors in parentheses.

Table 2: Quantile Regression Estimates of Contemporaneous Aggregate Crowd-Out
Number of Gifts$ Donated
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Coefficient (1) (2) (3) (4)
$649,235 0.045 56.9 -0.125*
($418,285) (0.177) (41.5) (0.072)

$1,059,552** -0.189 76.7 -0.162*
($447,889) (0.167) (51.2) (0.092)

$568,245 -0.045 72.2 -0.204**
($360,711) (0.189) (47.4) (0.096)

$777,436** 0.015 68.2 -0.130
($325,185) (0.167) (40.4) (0.100)

$748,970* -0.180 175.2*** -0.055
($422,193) (0.150) (56.6) (0.086)

$679,250** 0.074 162.1*** -0.016
(309,632) (0.127) (47.8) (0.079)

$1,342,795* 0.135 146.0*** -0.173*
(693,456) (0.213) (49.1) (0.093)

$882,817* 0.048 168.6*** -0.101
(459,165) (0.169) (51.0) (0.116)

$836,228** 0.070 179.2*** -0.087
($402,560) (0.145) (49.6) (0.088)

$922,470** 0.207 141.4*** 0.082
($416,266) (0.128) (47.7) (0.094)

$712,027* -0.028 115.0*** 0.013
($410,035) (0.134) (37.9) (0.103)

$1,158,305** -0.075 122.6** -0.074
($515,590) (0.153) (58.6) (0.093)

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

Table 3: OLS Estimates of Lagged Aggregate Crowd-Out

One Month After 
Large Gift

Two Months After 
Large Gift

Three Months 
After Large Gift

Four Months After 
Large Gift

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include month dummies (e.g. 
January, February, etc.), year dummies (e.g. 1971, 1972, etc.) and division dummies.  Heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors in parentheses.

$ Donated Log $ Donated Number of Gifts Log Number of Gifts

Five Months After 
Large Gift

Eleven Months 
After Large Gift

Twelve Months 
After Large Gift

Six Months After 
Large Gift

Seven Months 
After Large Gift

Eight Months After 
Large Gift

Nine Months After 
Large Gift

Ten Months After 
Large Gift
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Coefficient (1) (2) (3) (4)
$29,860*** $23,510 $8,879*** $11,894***
($6,439) ($4,328) ($1,065) ($3,645)

$15,717** $7,248*** $7,546*** $10,095**
($6,516) ($1,399) ($1,097) ($3,978)

$25,524*** $12,180*** $12,265*** $16,092***
($6,471) ($4,390) ($1,102) ($3,719)

$12,549* $2,530 $3,097*** $3,676
($6,459) ($4,364) ($1,117) ($3,803)

$23,232*** $5,846*** $5,305*** $6,234*
($6,403) ($1,247) ($1,108) ($3,690)

$85,362*** $53,267*** $40,931*** $44,147***
($6,341) ($4,243) ($1,068) ($3,519)

$103,121*** $14,251*** $13,294*** $14,841***
($6,449) ($4,353) ($1,150) ($3,828)

$42,900*** $11,455*** $12,996*** $14,087***
($5,894) ($1,294) ($1,090) ($3,794)

$141,073*** 22,286*** $10,194*** $10,668***
($6,747) ($4,643) ($1,150) ($3,978)

$102,721*** $83,174*** $31,580*** $33,548***
($6,813) ($4,551) ($1,129) ($3,876)

$39,162*** $14,314*** $14,645*** $16,345***
($6,029) ($4,590) ($1,090) ($3,679)

$52,310*** $31,324*** $18,687*** $23,139***
($6,004) ($4,591) ($1,043) ($3,579)

Quantile 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.01

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include month 
dummies (e.g. January, February, etc.), year dummies (e.g. 1971, 1972, etc.) and division dummies.  
Standard errors in parentheses.

Ten Months After 
Large Gift

Eleven Months 
After Large Gift

Twelve Months 
After Large Gift

Table 4(a): Quantile Regression Estimates of Lagged Aggregate Crowd-Out ($ Donated)

One Month After 
Large Gift

Two Months After 
Large Gift

Three Months 
After Large Gift

Four Months After 
Large Gift

Five Months After 
Large Gift

Six Months After 
Large Gift

Seven Months 
After Large Gift

Eight Months After 
Large Gift

Nine Months After 
Large Gift
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Coefficient (1) (2) (3) (4)
15.6*** 16.1*** -8.0*** -4.9
(6.0) (6.1) (1.4) (12.0)

5.4 12.9** -6.7*** -4.4
(6.0) (6.1) (1.4) (12.0)

22.4*** 1.7 -4.1*** -2.1
(6.0) (6.1) (1.5) (12.3)

10.6* 5.6 0.7 1.0
(6.0) (6.3) (1.5) (12.1)

21.9*** 22.5*** 20.6*** 22.6*
(6.0) (6.2) (1.5) (12.1)

72.4*** 14.5** 11.2*** 12.1
(5.9) (6.1) (1.4) (11.8)

11.1** 1.1 5.2*** 7.8
(5.4) (6.2) (1.5) (12.8)

39.2*** 16.6*** -5.4*** -2.4
(6.2) (6.4) (1.5) (11.9)

17.7*** 9.8 2.1 1.8
(5.6) (6.6) (1.5) (12.4)

80.9*** 10.5 13.0*** 12.3
(6.3) (6.5) (1.5) (11.9)

21.2*** 9.4 10.3*** 10.3
(6.3) (6.5) (1.5) (12.3)

104.0*** 29.5*** 11.3*** 11.5
(6.3) (6.5) (1.4) (11.4)

Quantile 0.1 0.03 0.02 0.01

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include month 
dummies (e.g. January, February, etc.), year dummies (e.g. 1971, 1972, etc.) and division dummies.  
Standard errors in parentheses.

Ten Months After 
Large Gift

Eleven Months 
After Large Gift

Twelve Months 
After Large Gift

Table 4(b): Quantile Regression Estimates of Lagged Aggregate Crowd-Out (# Gifts)

One Month After 
Large Gift

Two Months After 
Large Gift

Three Months 
After Large Gift

Four Months After 
Large Gift

Five Months After 
Large Gift

Six Months After 
Large Gift

Seven Months 
After Large Gift

Eight Months After 
Large Gift

Nine Months After 
Large Gift
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Lag (1) (2) (3) (4)
One Month After Large Gift $1,086,669* -$1,515,614** 61.6 -25.9

($575,715) ($623,885) (57.5) (67.6)

Two Months After Large Gift $1,569,723*** -$1,800,869** 85.1 -41.3
($593,073) ($788,476) (67.2) (82.2)

Three Months After Large Gift $741,177 -$557,282 101.0* -97.1
($479,639) ($593,127) (61.3) (82.2)

Four Months After Large Gift $840,992** -$118,376 81.7* -46.2
($387,728) ($676,025) (49.0) (86.9)

Five Months After Large Gift $921,398 -$789,119 241.0*** -223.6**
($565,041) ($656,090) (74.6) (88.3)

Six Months After Large Gift $883,036** -$802,061* 186.0*** -72.9
($411,344) ($487,209) (62.1) (89.9)

Seven Months After Large Gift $738,305 $2,161,635 162.4** -64.1
($524,089) ($2,048,892) (63.2) (93.3)

Eight Months After Large Gift $647,840 $742,435 204.3*** -130.5
($513,712) ($1,150,113) (62.3) (99.5)

Nine Months After Large Gift $1,084,174** -$819,183 192.8*** -66.1
($518,128) ($686,468) (58.8) (100.5)

Ten Months After Large Gift $1,030,601** -$136,199 139.2** 16.3
($499,386) ($875,749) (58.6) (93.7)

Eleven Months After Large Gift $746,658** -$48,067 118.9*** -4.4
($359,294) ($1,185,812) (44.7) (80.0)

Twelve Months After Large Gift $1,245,995** -$805,946 121.7* -26.2
($605,148) ($1,155,837) (67.0) (121.8)

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include month-year interactions (e.g. 
January 1972, August 1973, etc.) and division dummies.  Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses.

$ Given

Table 5: Effects of Large Gifts by Source

Big Gift Big Gift X Alum
# of Gifts

Big Gift Big Gift X Alum
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Coefficient (1) (2) (3)
One Month After Large Gift 30.0 7.4 -16.9

(21.4) (5.6) (14.9)

Two Months After Large Gift 51.5* 4.9 -12.8
(27.8) (6.3) (16.8)

Three Months After Large Gift 62.5** 6.1 -22.6
(29.6) (6.4) (15.4)

Four Months After Large Gift 39.7* 5.2 -7.8
(21.7) (6.2) (19.2)

Five Months After Large Gift 102.9*** 18.2** -2.0
(32.2) (7.2) (18.0)

Six Months After Large Gift 88.0*** 26.1*** -1.3
(31.2) (7.5) (19.9)

Seven Months After Large Gift 60.2** 18.5** -14.8
(24.1) (7.4) (17.4)

Eight Months After Large Gift 71.8** 17.0*** -9.5
(30.6) (6.6) (21.5)

Nine Months After Large Gift 64.4** 18.5*** 17.4
(26.8) (6.1) (15.7)

Ten Months After Large Gift 52.0** 17.1** 19.9
(26.1) (6.8) (20.3)

Eleven Months After Large Gift 23.9 17.6*** 34.4*
(20.4) (5.9) (20.7)

Twelve Months After Large Gift 27.5 21.5** 27.6
(20.8) (8.6) (24.4)

*p<0.1  **p<0.05  ***p<0.01

All specifications are run at the month-division level (8,036 observations) and include 
month-year interactions (e.g. January 1972, August 1973, etc.) and division dummies.  
Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors in parentheses.

Gifts From New 
Donors

Gifts from 
Lapsed Donors

Gifts from 
Alumni

Table 6: Effects of Large Gifts by Donor Type
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3.9 Appendix Figures 

 

Figure constructed using gifts to the medical school. 
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Appendix Figure 1: Effect of Big Gifts at Daily Level
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